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KNOWS OLDRIEVE
AND HIS HOBBIES

MILLIONS

HOME WRECKER KILLED.
Washington, Jan. 16.—With

Nieces of Notchl ekes Proprietor
Begin Suit to Break Will:

repeat lug rifle, Otto SteentOrtit,

FIGHT- FOR

BAILEY

COLLIDE HEAD ON

White Plains, N. Y., Jan. 16.— A
legal struggle for the possession of
the $2,000,000 estate left by James
James Gainer Talks -Interest A. Bailey, tne circus proprietor, be- Opening Closes Up When Ap
gan here today. Under Mr. Bailey's
paratns Reaches It
ingly of the Man
will the entire estate goes to his widow, Ruth Louise Bailey, who also is
made sole executrix. The instrument
Oldrieve Has Been Experimenting is being contested by Mr. Bailey's Members of Company No. 4 Have a
Narrow Escape, but No One Is
With Water Shoes Sauce Boynieces, May Gordon and Annie RobHurt but Bossy.
hood With Success.
inson, both of Detroit. They contend
that at the time the will was drawn
Mr. Bailey was of unsound mind.

•
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of Philadelphia, shot three bidlets into 'rank a'aniteraon, an
artist at
National museum,
today, kill
hint instantly. The
murderer
the dead man
meddled w
4ii family.
'Di CUT OFF.
ST.
Chicago, an, 16.—Rain, sleet
and snow
IL upon Illinois, Indiana and \lissouri last night,
and today, crippling traffic of all
kinds. Telegraphic eommunication with 8/. Louis is entirely
cut off.
142pease
Cincinnati., Jan.. Ill.—Wheat,
70; corn, 4
otitis 394.

SERIOUS FLOOD
OVER HUNDRED DEAD
IS POSSIBILITY IN RUINS AT KINGSTON
Ohio on Rampage and Over
Danger Line Above

FRATERNITY
Stockhoklers

BUILDING

Elect _ Directors
Meeting. ,

at

Weather Will Be Deciding Factor in
Stockholders of the Masonic and
Situation at Pt14.111(1111—Rivers
Odd Follows Building company, ownAre Falling Here,
ers of the Fraternity building, elected
a board of directors as follows y'estorday: James E. Wilhelm, Plain City But Will 1.(111 be Extinguished
lodge; J. H. Aoheraft, Knights TemCONDITIONS ON UPPER RIVER
OWNER DID NOT HEAR GONG.
Witho4
Damage to
HE DESCRIBES HI 1 FURST PAIR.
pler; Fred Acker, Paducah lodge of
FAVORABLE REPORT
Masons; C. G. Kelly, Mangum lodge
Ship gin Harbor
of Odd Fellows; A, C. Mayers, IngleOn Nominations of Cortelyou and
Continued rains at every point of side lodge of Odd Fellows; Peter
In a collision with a cow Captain
Prof. Charles W. Oldrieve, who
Garfield.
f
6
observation along the upper Ohio Beckenbach, Union Encampment.
morning
Washington, Jan. 16.—The sen- Jake Eilfott, Driver Harry Rudolph,
passed Paducah yesterday
INHABITANTS' ARE FRIGHTENED
'
with all of its tributaries pouring
on finance today and Firemen Noah English. Fred
walking in the midelle_of the Ohio ate committee
great volumes of water into the al- CHARLESTON IDLE AND HUNGRY.
river, is not a stranger to orte Padu- agreed to report favorably the nomi- Meneler and Will Shehan,of fire comSI
I
ar
greatly swollen stream may
ehan, Mr. James Gainer, but unfortu- nations of Ppstmaster General Cor- pany, No. 4 Tenth and Jones strests,
t I'
Refuse
to
Return
to
stage
of
A
water
some
Their
had
at
points
treasa
narrow
see
the
Fuel
Gas
Off,
escape from fatal/inCut
Newspapers SusHamm
nately MT. Gainer did not get to
f.elyou to Ize. secretary of
and Are Quartered Outside
eiclaehave never before Imea exceedpend and Factories Close,
his friend because he was not aware ury and James R. Garfield, commis- juries this morning wIt4le racing to a
ed lity the Ohio in any of its previous
City—Relief Coming.
the marine pedestrian would not stop sioner of corporations, to be secreta- fire at Miller's piano store, 518
efforts in the high water line.
Broadway, at 9:30 o'clock.
Charleston, W. Va.,. Jon. le.—
County Boord
here, and had not prepared himself ry of the interior.
While the future stage of the riv- Mountain slides broke the "as mains
Harry Rudolph was driving and
with a skiff for an emergency.
Superviso,In
at
er is, of course, only a matter of leading from the field here and the
Capt. Jake Elliott was ringing the
"I have known Charlie Oldrieve
THIRTY
SOLDIERS
ROASTED
peculation river men, farmers and city is entirely without fuel. All the
gong. At Eighth and
el
Ohio streets
for years." Mr. Gainer stated.
of Ten ltgr Cen
lief government observation men as- manufacturing plants
they met Jesse Bell a farmer, of the
are closed
liv'ed within two blocks of him for
County
that a large rise is coming down Daily newspapers are suspended'. PeoEden Hill section, who had two cows
twelve years in Chesley, Mass., his
Kingston, Jan, 18. 3 p. m.—The
from the upper valleys,
with blocks attached driving them to
ple went hungry this morning..., It
home, and from the time he was a
dead
Sr.- estimated at upwards of 300.
The
river
has
been
falling
slightthe
city.
One
cow
probably
stood
will
to the right
be -three days before the
youngster he has been foo:ing with
Thousands are injured. Property
of toe street and the second to the HALF MILL
BE ADDED. ly here for the past few days, and is repairs are made.
water and trying to perfect ways of
loss When millions. These estimates
falling in the Cumberland and Tenleft.
• walking .on it or riding on it that
nessee rivers, and local authorities
may be increased,
Instead of getting out of the way,
If Successful They Will ('on
others had not thought of.
say we may escape damage, but here
the cows turned and calmly surveyed
"The first time I ever sew the boy
of the boa141 of
snme Entire Proceeds From the oncoming truck. Rudolph saw If the total
Is where the weather, always a facLondon, Jan. I0.—Latest news
he had on a pair of water shoes and
county tax b'I
upervisors is dier- tor comes in.
If the rains continue
front Kingston, Jamaica, scene of the
sufficient
Amount
space
between
the two
Assets of Tannery
was walking out from the beach. The
acterized by t
eses it hes made there is no
assurance that we won't
earthquake, estimates the number
cows, but as he reached the opening
first long walk he ever took on the
since it went
• session a week•ago, get what the upper valleys
$17,600
to
ing
dead at over one hundred. It is fearare getone
cow
ran
in
front
of
the
horses.
water was near his home when he
the county
rut will be raised ting.
ed search of the ruins will greatly inThere was a crash. Toe cow went
walked a mile and a half. He was
10 per cent, this being the average
crease thLs.
Thirty. negro soldiers
down. One wheel and the running
The Ohio Is expected
to reach
humored by his ,father and on acper cent estimated by members of the
PREPARED.
board struck her and the shock alflood stage at Cincinnati and Point Will Be Made By Board of Tax were roasted to death in the military
count of the boy's fancy for the water SUIT IS NOW BEING
board for raises already made.
hospital.
James Ferguson was
most threw the men off the wagon.
Pleasant, W. 'Va., today. At 10
and. his constant application to deBook Supervisors. Business killed by aSir
Already the hoard has reviewed the
falling wall. Looting was
The cow was seriously injured.
o'clock yesterday a stage of 48 feet
vices for walking on it, was called
asseserdent of
strict' No. 5 in the
District Averages Seven and attempted by thieves. There were sev.
Bell (deleted he heard no warning
had been r ached. The streams flowthe 'nutty boy for years.
In the elorts of Attorney A. Y.
county, and it
stated this morn'
em-al arrests. Fire is still burning
gong.
ing
into
the
Ohio
above
Cincinnati
"Oldrieve also tried to perfect a Meetin and Wheeler Hughes & Berry,
One Half Percent
ing that the
aiteild amount to
among the
warehouses on
the
Captain Elliott declares that had
are pouring out a great amount of
manuholding
creditors
bicycle arrangement to ride on the acting for
about 10 per
The supervisors
wharves, but is expected to die out "
the center-pole struck the cow
it
water.
It
is
raining
all
along
the
water. He had one of the old-fash- facturers' liens against the E. Rehare now on di
No. 6, and will
soon. Shipping in the harbor, it is
would have meant the overturning of
line,and the Ohio is expected to be
ioned bicycle with one big and on: kopf Saddlery company are successful
return to the
assessment after
ELEVEN
MILLIONS PROMISED. reported, escaped practically unharmthe -wagon and probably fatal Minswollen
to
a
greater
volume
than
tor
little wheel. He Imre thin .up as im- the entire asilets realized front the
the rural dial
_ re finished.
ed. ,Order is restored but panicto aft on -it- as they-wore- goin
many years.
sale of the tanpery property will be
practicable.
The McCrac
iounty assessment
stricken negreee axe afraid to return
at high rate of speed.
Flood Is Threatened at Louisville
fpr 1906 was
,8510,009.
"Oldrieve Is about 35 years old, eaten up in one order of the court.
to their homes, and are living out..
Bell threatens to sue the city for
Considerably less than 10 percent.
Louisville is threatened with one
and this is his profession—walking The petition asking for an order en- damages, but those who witnessed
side Kingston. The British colonial
of the most serious floods hi years
Use averanst,inemase in tete
liens held is now-Setng drawn
on water. He has got it down'
the accident say the fire company did
The danger of an overflow of the assessments, according to a member office is preparing to ,send rellec.
and the first pair of water shoes he up for filing this week.
from Trinidad and other British'
all it could te avoid the accident. The
Ohio reached an acute stage at 11 of the board of tax boox supervisors
had were made of tin with an inner
There are more team a dozen cred- wagon was not hurt but one of the
West Indian colonies.
o'clock yes'?.rday when the gauge this afternoon. The greatest raise is
bladder of rubber which he inflated itors who furnished material to the horses strained' himself a little.
Sir Alexander Swettenhate, /cover.
showed that there had been a rise 10 per cent. on Broadway between
with an air pump. They had a noose saddlery firm who held manufacturof one foot in live hours. Between First and Seventh streets. The next nor of Jamaica, telegraphs tht colts.
that he slipped his feet into and in ers' liens to secure their debt. These
TRIPS OVER 'MICK.
the hours of 6 and 11 the river rose highest is 5 per cent. on the cross nial office: "The earthquake did
cases of accident when he got a duck- liens were properly filed, some befrom 20 feet S inches to 21 feet 8 streets as far west as Seventh street, great damage to houses, and other
ing, he could jerk his feet out with fore the bankruptcy prooeeding and
Major Ashcraft Sustains Serious InMr. John W. Keller, of Friedman, inches, in the canal.- The boom at between Kentucky avenue and Jef- buildings. It was followed by tire
ease and safety. The bottoms of the just after the assignment, and some
juries in Fall.
Keiler & company, today let the con- other points was correspondingly ferson street. The total assessment which destroyed about one-sixteenth
shoes were supplied with small pad- after the bankruptcy proceedtng. The
of the city. No army officers were
An uneven brick in the street caus- tract for a new home he will erect on large. The government officials stat- will be approximately $10,500,900.
dles which would swing back when total amount is $18,001J and the askilled. The town hospital is crowded
ed Major J H. Ashcraft, of the Shi- Wallace Heights, the handsome site ed that they would be unable to tell
the foot is shoved forward, but when sets at present amount to but $17.500
with 300 injured. Fire is now deTWO FIRE ALARMS.
loh park commission, last night to across from the Caldwell -home on for several hours whether there
the other foot was shoved forward Lt is probable that the tase,will be apcreasing. Myrtle Bank Hotel was denatet with a painful Injury, and lac is road waY Jest .beSollil the vita' IIMIM would be a flood, but that ever
and the first foot would remain sta- pealed, if decided in favor of the
sUroyedr. (he" BAUM- Ift-blirfed. The
wearing his left wrist in a sling to- The house is to be of stone and thing indicated that one would de- 13mall Blaze in Miller's Piano fit
tionary because the paddle righted creditors, from Referee Baby's court
vault with books and cad, is safe, as
day and suffering- from -ft---badly brick, and undoubtedly will be one of velop.
Today.
itself and would not let the shoe to Federal Judge Everitt.
were'.Iocked up previous to the
they
bruised forehead, as a result.. About the handsomest In avestern Kentucky.
The heavy rainfall continues in
move. In running water these padAmong the most important of the 11 o'clock last night, as Major Ashshock.
Architect
W.
Brainerd
the
drew
the upper Ohio valley, and the KenFire companies Nos. 1, 2 and 4 andies are not necessary."
heavier creditors are Mooney- Bros., craft walked across the street from
St. Thomas, D. W., I., Jan. 16.—
plans and will supervise the con- tucky, Licking, Big Sandy and Kan- swered a call to W. T. Miller's piano
Mr. Gainer formerly lived In Pa- $.9,0,00; H. V. Bretney company, $3,though.
further
to
the Baptist church and started to struction. Work will be startled on awha rivers are feeding their heavy store at 519 Broadway at 9:30 According
ducah and is now engaged in seleing 110; B. Frank & Son, $1,230; Amerthe
details
of
meagre,
step upon the curbing on Jefferson it as soon as the material arrives. It overflow to the main stream.
still
The
o'cloek
this
paper
bemorning.
Wall
the Quarles estate. He watched for ican Oak Lumber company, $44'2;
would
apearthquake,
it
tercet, his foot struck an uneven will require about ten
Kingston
months to flood stage will have become a mat- hind the stovs ignited, but the damhis friend but had to content him- William Flaccus company, $2,114;
brick and he tripped and fell. Dr. J. complete.
pear that the first report that the
ter
of
fact
when
the
gauge
shows
28
Shortly
Milage
is
slight.
after
the
self with seeing him go by without Putman Hooker °company, $182; A.
G. Brooks was summoned and dressfeet of water in the canal.
ler fire a second alarm from Tenth city has been destroyed were exagstopping. It was too late at the time B. Ratterrnan, $191.
ed his injuries, after which the paMt. Sterling. Ky., Jan. 16.—A reg- and Caldwell streets was telephoned gerated. the fire which followed the
to secure a boat and row out to where
tient vies taken In a cab to his
ular waterspout fell here last night, in. Some negro thought he saw a shock was still burning Tuesday
Oldrieve was. Mr. Gainer says that
home.
DANVILLE LEFT OUT.
making torrents out of the creeks. fire but the firemen could find noth- morning, although it had been conit requires skill to even etand on the
fed to certain limits. It was thought
overflowing cellars.
ing.
zi"water shoes."
the lire would•be under control toFailed to Land in Three-I League
OBJECT TO ASSESSMENT.
Waste of Water.
Missed Oldrieve.
night. The principal hotel in KingsBecause of Kitty's Territory.
-From here to the Missippi Is one KENTUCKY AVE. CHURCH
John Mahaffey, an attache of the
ton and other important buildings
Property Owners in Livingston Will
vast water waste. The low lands are
IS BEING DECORATED
Illinois Central pipe fitting shops,
have been lestroyed, and other housBecause It ie located in the Kitty
Appear Before Board.
all inundated and the property damThe Kentucky
Avenue Presbytemisseill the celebrated marine pedes- league territory and it would coat
which
Repetition Of Xfinditions
in Kingston anetaitted consideraes
lost
their
have
age pitiful. Farmers
The board of county tax book surian church is now, in the hands of
trian. He laid off from his work in the other organization a piece of moncaused the city trouble. and expense corn crops, timber has been carried
damage. '
ble
pervisors in Livingston county has
the decorators and la being artistiorder to witness the feat 'of walking ey to annex it, Danville was left out
last summer are threatened at the
Streets of Inshipten Unsafe,
drownfloods
and
stock
away
by
the
finished its work of review, and
cally frescoed.
The Sunday school
on water Monday and eat on e damp of the Three-I league when it was
city dump by reason of the high wa.
Jan. 11.—The streets of
London,
ed. Railroads are suffering on ac- room has been finished, and the work
raised property generally. Some of
unsafe.
piece of timber the greater part of organized, and the Illinois town is in
ter, and George Robertson, ice dealer,
Kingetoa today are wholly
roadbeds
and
damage
to
of
the
count
the biggest holders of property in
on the male body of the church is
condition of
the ;afternoon. No sighn of Oldrieve the same fix as Cairo, Paducah and
t,ettering
of Third and Clay streets, today
thte
owing
to
every line of business is feeling some being rapidly pushed. This church is
that county were rallied many hunwas seen, and Mahaffey caught a se- Vincennes.
swore out a warrant against Ghent effect,
buildings, according to a cablegram
directly or indirectly.
dred dotiats and among thorn are
having much succeat under the pas....vete cold.
Monday night he dosed
&
Elliott,
contractors
for
the
city
today. The message sent ,
received
Local wholesale houseshave call- torate of the Rev. J. R. Henry, who
Holcomb-Hays Tie company,
the
up on medicine and was iii Tuesday,
dump, charging them with maintaineight miles from Kingebay,
Bull
to
Elkins Succeeds Himself.
salesmen
for
their
number
of
ed in a
Standard Tie company, Ayer-Lord
was the dean of the Topological
missIng the "professor" altogether.
ing
nuisance.
shocks
are still continuing ,
a
It
is
alleged
they
are
states
ton,
Charleston, W. Va., Jan. 16.-- Tie compary, the J. W. Bush estate
the conditions of the country roads University at Lebanon, Tenn., and is
Stephen Benton Elkins, who was re- and property of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. dumping %rbege in the back water and rural districts are such that ma- a minister of high attallitnents and people fleeing front the city,
carnplhg on the hills. Walls of HolSarah Has a Tumor,
nominated by the Republican caucus Grassham. Attorney Grassnam will at the foot of Clay street by the city ne, points can not be reached.
There were ten additions to this
In broken and
London, Jan. 16.---Sarah Bern- to eueceed himself as United. States go to Smithland Monday to appear hospital, where it will be exposed
Some relief was expected with the church In the past two Sundays, Dr. land Bay house are
while the
condition,
and
when
back
the
water
recedes.
The
crumbling
hardt le suffering from a tumor which senator, le now serving his second before the board to argue for a repredicted cold weather promised by Henry and his family now occupy
tottering
,may bring to a sudden end her won- term in that body. Mr. Elkins wee duction and will represent the shove warrant was sworn out before Judge the weatngr bureau, for today, but the manse on South Sixth street, ad- building stands it is a
there is
says
message
David
The
Cross.
wreck,
derful stage career, according to dis- born in Perry county, Ohio, Sept. 2, named property holders.
it has failed to materialize.
joining the church.
not a houeeor building in a sate conpatches from Paris. A rest of a year, 1847, alid received his education in
Effect on Crepe.
dition between Bull bay and Kiupe
at best, is predicted for her. Not Missouri. He was admitted to the
"This weather will make you city
HALF MILLION DOLLAR
LAD FALLS TWO STORMS.
No Estimate of Logs.
ton
long ago Madame Bernhardt fell heav bar in 1864, moved to New Mexico
-LOSS IN CHICAGO FIRE folks sweat blood when you find all
London, Jan. 16.-- No estimate of
Holland Bay. Jan.
Nearly all
tly -on the stage and has suffered ever and prantieed law there for several
After falling from the two-story
Chicago, Jan. ICI—Causing a loge the crops around here have been de- the toes from official sources has yet
since from the injuries she eustained. years,
house of V. G. 9herrilt, Fountain ave- of at least a quarter of a million, fire stroyed," said a farmer today. "This come from Kingston. Camp hospital the white survivors have been.taken
nue and Jefferson street, about amen destroyed a seven story building oc- weather is tough on wheat, and as appears to have been in the center of rare of in undamaged hotels back of
today, James Campbell, the five-year. cupied by M. A. Donahoe & Company, for peaches-----well. we won't have the visitation, as no less than forty the town and in private residences.
old son Of Senator J. Wheeler Camp- printers, this merning and spread to any. The trees are almost budding. negro eeldiers were killed there. Pert of the negro quarters are intact
bell, alighted on .his back on a plank the roof of other buildings. A num- and are stare to be caught, other There are isolated fatalities among but most of the negroes are camping
strong
and was stunned for several minute*. ber of firemen fighting the flames in fruit, too, will no doubt >6 damaged, Europeans. but apparently the ag- In the open. They are under
by so the prospects for any fruit from gregate of white victims is small religious excitement expecting the
were overcome
Phyeicians were hastily summoned the basement
end. Doctors in the city have worked,
but an examination disclosed no in- smoke and carried out by oroturades. the country adjacent to Padvcah are The distance between
buildings
without sleep since the earthquake.
a
bad
than
other
shaking
up.
very
distxmraging•That the midden passage Of
a a black cat across his path en route juries
the town destroyed IR taken to
•
They are short of medical supplies.
be
will
property
loss
of
the
that
black cat across one's path 14 an to the city.
WATER
IN
cate
nolf.kft
LOW
Many women are a7litine as volunomen of 111-luck, Is settled in the afgreat.
"I have been hoo-dooed." Hell deteers.
the
Explosion
Killing
In
firmative el the mind of Jesse Bell, clared to Captain Jake Elliott, of tire
Five
Causes
The city of Kingston, which is the
Otb.
Good Fire Department.
a farmer of the Eden 11111 neighbor- company No. 4. "A black eat crossed
There is only one kind of a
largest city on the Island of Jamaica,
cruisers
16.--The
Jan.
London,
hood. whose cup of misfortune is my path this morning. I was corning
WEATHER—Continued cloudy
newspaper circulation statement
were the third in point of else of the West
Indefatigable
Brillient and
After be
in on Eleventh street when my horse
I4orrietown. Va... Jan. 16.—Ftve
and unsettled weather with oe11115P1Inte Over the rim
that is worth any consideration
The India Weald*. has• population of
relief_
Etnanton
for
to
tftiprianntat titMar a heavy draft VI
?Imbed
VT Ant"felt. T tried tit glet Off
u
witsloillteff
of
man
-*ere
kilied'strif
eintional rain tonight and Thursand ihat is the daily detailed
It is situated on the
is about 50,000
Kingettm
colonial office states that
until six men could drag the horse and fell under the animal. He had
the boiler of a freight engine today
statement. The Sun is the only
day. Highest temperature yestersouthern coast of the Island, the harcomplete
modern
and
a
egelpped
with
off, Oell saw hie prize cow knocked gone into a aniwer ditch an crushed
Patine-Mt paper printing such a Low water In the boiler is believed to
day 117. Lowest temperature 117.
statement.
fire department anti water works aye tier of Kingston being one of the
All the
down by thir fire department. The ac- tn. in the mud, lt,requIred the efhave caused the accident.
' That only one-Meteenth of the most important harbors in the Osr•
toer.
cab
eidente happened,within an tour. and forts of six sewer labOrtme to get the
riding
In
the
when
the
were
town *as burned proves its efficiency. ribbeatt.
immediatelY following the passage of horse off.'
explosion occurred.
_._
4
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NEARL

CREDITORS SEEK
TO ENFORCE LIENS

SMALL INCREASE
OF CITY VALUES

411

IR. C ER WILL
BUILD NEW HOME

▪

CHARGE NUISANCE
AT THE CITY DUMP

•

•\

FIRE IS BMW
IN WAREHOUSES

Fate Had a Horse ol Jesse Bell, of
Eden Hill, When Cat Crossed His Path

isforAsx

•
6
.s"."1111,11111111.
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e
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•

WORKING WOMEN,
•
WHAT THEY SHOULD KNOW

P.A.TYr

MANY NAMES ARE ,
ON ROLL OF HONOR

a
Admisinnoallmmelmsullanallaalssmamss•mmalmasmalc"mmatammmar
many

to-

!lends

se4p. Dobson.
The- character of '1, se Dobson' in
"1 .o 1:ssour14:14r1" is one of unique
Atinting the many ino
:On.
Sore Face,
Sore Head, Sore Nose, Sore Throat, Sore Lips,
eesonations of the rural type offered
lgia?
Neura
'there are
Sore Chest, Sore Muscles, Sore Back,
High School Report For Luat to the show going public
auththe
but few limited cases where
Four Weeks
or has even attempted to portray
tnis interesting character as he is
•
really seen in actual life. The 'stage
Blisters,
Fever
rh,
Cat4r
hly
thoroug
so
is
of
farmer
Scholarship and Deportment locresel- carieature
alSore Joints. Sore Feet,
impressed on our minds that it is
log nod Abowina Intereat of
a
e
imagin
to
us
for
ble
most impossi
1u pits.
Frost Bites, Soft Corns?
rural play withont the usual impossible characters that are, in many
to an
cases, a serious drawbick
THOSE WHOSE NAMES APPEAR otnerwise play. Zeke is an honest,
bright intelligent country boy; he
Burns, Cuts, Sprains, Bruises, Swellings
says and does only what is natural;
pe'Stith
are
CK
'
MRS.PREE W- KITRI
The names of 34 pupils of the Pa- his dialect and actions
and 4flammations? Use
MRS.5ADIE ABBOTT
city he
school appear on the culiar and droll. When in the
High
ducah
is
Women for the most part spend
Mrs. Pree McKitriek, of La large, "Honor List" prepared by toe facul- makes ludicrous mistakes and
their lives at home, and it is these Wis., writes :
s
remark
the
and
folks"
y
schol-cit
of
Idea
ty. Of these fourteen are for
women wbo are willing and ambitious
Pinkbami
them •are extremely
about
for
makes
nine
he
that their homes shall be kept neat Dear Mrs.
ment,
deport
and
"For dg years I suffered from female arship
and pretty, their children well dressed
the same time, true
weakness. I was so irregular that I would scholarship, and eleven for deport- comical, but at
and tidy, who do their own cooldheg, go
i Girl" will be
weeks to six months, SO I
Miseour
three
from
"The
life.
to
g,
washin
ment.
sweeping. dusting and often
thought I would give Lydia E. Pinkhain's
night.
Friday
ky
entire
Kentuc
the
for
the
It Cools, It Soothes, It Cures.
two . at
Ironing and sewing
The report is for the first
Vegetable Compound a trial.
family, who call for our sympathy.
"Now I am once more well and can do my weeks of December and the first two
_money refunded.
Truly the work of such a woman work without a pain. Any one who wishes,
Unequaled after Shaving. Satisfaction guaranteed or
A Corner in coffee.
all letters weeks in Jenuary. The work is grad•
Is "never done" and is it any wonder can write to we and I will *newer
Z5 cents.50 cents, and Wm. all Druggists.
would
wilier'
After vicissitudes
that she breaks down at the end of a gladly."
ually improving and the faculty is
a' less persistent
few .years, the back begins to ache,
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Two Very Fp.cial Additions to Our

Great January Clearance Sale
4

112 South

At

Ohio

Including $14,000

539

Separate Bills.

We are glad to be able.to announce
these two important additions to
the list of money-saving values
which are being offered in our
Great January Sale.

S

JOHN D. INDICTED SCHOOL BOARD
Lots 2 and 3
.1
Lot 1
WANTS $65,600 •ftlen's Pants CUT PRICES AT TIIE MODEL Ren's Pants
FOR CONSPIRACY
48c
73c
Grand Jury Returns
For

New

GREAT PRE-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE NOW GOING ON

Pair,_.worth 75c and
$1. Good work
Pants.

Itowlsniltown Schoolee'

Standard Oil 'and Subsidiary l'onte g'wo New Teachers Elected, *Prof. C.
panics Charged With Being
A. Surveil and Niles Claire
a Trust.
St. John.
,

worth $1.25,
*1.50 and $2.00.

Men's all wool suits,
OLD

Special Sale of Fancy and White
Vests, all Sizes
•
Lot 1 Regular $1.25 and $1.50 fancy and white Vests ... .98
.....1111.38
Lot 2. Regular $2.00 fancy and white Vests
IAA 3. Regular $2.50 and $3.00 fancy and. white Vests ....etas;
Lot 4. Regular $3.50 and $4.00 fancy and white Vests
Lot 5. Regular $5.00 and $6.00 fancy and white Vests ...$3.1i0
Lot 6. Regular $7.50 and $10.00 fancy and white Vests ..$6.00
Nothing old or out-of-date in the lot; all this season's goods.

Special Sale of Men's, Boys and
Children's Trousers
75c. Pants reduced to
$1.00 l'ants reduced to

.76

$1..50 Pants reduced to
$
$1.131.50
112.25

$2.00 Pants reduced to
$3.00 Pants reduced to
$4.00 Pants reduced to

$3.00

$15.00 Pants reduced to

$3.75
. ....,;...$4.50

$6.00 Punts reduced to .. ...... • •
$7.410 Paints reduced to
$11.00 Pants reduced to

116.00

.

This cut applies to all Knee Pants in our Children's departmeat.

CUT PRICES FOR CASH ONLY

TRUE

BILLS

DISMISSED. NEW SEAT QUESTION

Second Strout

PENDING

odds and ends. •
$3,$3.50,$4
$12, $15, $1s, $20 and $25.

25 Per CAt One-Fourth Off on Alt' This Season's Suits
and thercoa s

Findlay, 0., Jan. 16.- The JanuPaducan's public schools will need
ary panel a the Hancock county $65.6o0 for the next year, of which'
wand jury, which has been in sesat )n $20,000 will come from tne state and
fortite jaat week, last night returned the remaining $45,600 from the'city.
This takes in all metes, boys and 01.ildr..ics
539 separate Indictments against the A 35 cent levy on $11,000,000 will
Standard Oil compatiy of New Jersey, raise $3&500.
The estimate - includes provision
toile Standard Oil company of Ohio,
Lot 1 at 68C suit.
Lot 2 at 89C suit.
Lot 3 at 98C suit
the Ohio Oil company, the Buckeye for a new school building to be erectPipe Line ecunirany, the Solar Refin- ed in the 'northern part of the city.
Lot 4-Corduroy snits go at $1.48. 1Vorth 12.50.
ery company, the Manhattan Oil ()rea- From $12,000 to $14,000 will be
One lot boys' 50e knee pants go at 33C a pair.
lm Y• J n D. Rockefeller, H. H. Rog- used for this purpose. Some memera, Wesley Tilford, John D. Arch- bers thought perhaps toey Might
bold, Frank Q. Barstow, William build this school as they did the McAbove.
Rockefeller and F. T. Cuthbert. They Kinley bulling, finish only the needOne lot men's hats, all sizes, your choice
25C a Hat
are formally charged with being mem- ed rooms at once and let the others
bers of a trust for conspiracy adj.-in-la remain unfinisned until needed. But
Sold formerly at $1.25, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.
it was shown that the building is
trade,
One lot boys' shirts, sizes 12
to 14, your
1 9C a Shirt
Sheriff Graves and his deputies will needed as soon as possible.
Sold formerly-at 50c and
begin at once to terve a copy of the
Trustee Beckenbach made a suggestion that the board do something
indictment on the defendants.
One lot boys' Junior Shirts, ages 5 to 12 years, choice...-. 15C a Shirt
Prosecutor David said last night toward getting plans and specificaSold formerly at 75c and $1.00.
that he purpo.eely held off action un- tions for the new school, and the
til, the salary law with county officiate other members were of toe same
One lot men's patent leather shoes at
1.25
became effective, as he did not wish m:nd.
All sizes. Made to sell at $2.00.
Quite a surprise was given to the
I to run up a big east bill, which would
One lot of men's calf skin shoes cut to
98C
have resulted under the old fee sys- hoard when the announcement was
made that the property in the northtem.
Men's all wool sweaters cut to
98C
If Hancock county wins in each ern part of the city had not been
One lot men's shield bosom fancy shiSecut to..
48C
cane fines aggregating $58,0i0n,010.0 paid for in full. The lot was purchased several years ago, for $3,000,
Sold formerly at $1.00, $1.50 and $200.
can be assessed.
When the report of the grandlury but only $1,000 was paid. It was or--One lot men's negligee shirts -out
committee
was filed PrOsecetor David, on his -dered thilf-Thif
With or without collars and with two 'milers to match.
own motion nolied the indictments look into the matter and report at
the
next
meeting.
returned last September against John
Two new teachers were elected by
D. Rockefeller, .M, G. Vasts, J. M.
Robertson ,and H. V. McIntosh, the the board at the meeting last .night;
Last three named being officers of the 'Mr. C. A .Norvell being elected ItsBoys Leather Boots.
$ 1.75
sistant in the High school. and MitN,
Standard, Oil company of Ohio.
Men's Extra High Top Leather Boots
$3.25
Claire St. Jonn elected to a position
At
At
left to the discretion- of the superiritendent.
The board ordered that a partition
be erected to divide room 26 of the
Pair, w .th $1.50,
Pair, worth from
High school, as there is not a va$;?..
nd 13
to $3.511 pa' r.
$2.50
Sec:mid
Streot
cant roam inane High- school, one of
.I.Ficluth
112
pair.
the large :come will be divided and
Want Judge Removed.
ear
thus used.
Jackson, Ky., Jan. 16. A petit:on
Some ti ,'es' thought it a good
signed by County Judge Taulbee,
furniture
plan
to have application'blanks firms dealing in school
more
County Attorney Begins and
High
titt
for
seats
the
concerning
printed on which may he placed the
than a hundred citizens of Breathitt
experience, grade of certificate and school.
county, asking for the removal of
The application from J. S. Y ng
any other qualifications an applicant
Special Judge Carnes and the revokfor
the position as truant officer
may
possess.
for a teacher
ing of his commission in the Hurgis
and filed.
received
Fred }foyer, superintendent of
case was mailed to' Governor BeekJust sufficient members were presbulklinge, reported a had drain pipe
haat& this afternoon.
transact business.
at the Jeff- rson building and the ent last night to
Karnes, Watson,
need of a partition in the basement Trustees Walston.
being absent.
Morris
Two Warehouses at Murray.
and
Metcalf
to keep the boys from annoying the
Murray, Ky., Jan. 16.-Murray is janitor while working. These were
Secretary Byrd did not take the
the
to have two warehouses for storing ordered made. A loarof cinders will records along, but informed
and selling asiociation tobacco. Long, be hauled and scattered on the board he could tell them exactly
manage grounds of the Franklin building. as what is in the records.
Frultema & company will

Special Lots in Boys' Knee Pant Suits.,

25 Per Cent, 1.4 Off on all Boys' and Children's Suits Not
Mentioned

JUST RECEIVED

Lots 4, 5, 6, 7,8

Lots 9, 10, 11

Men's Pants

Men
'
s Pants

8c
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down as the big clapper struck
bell. It was plain there was no
on the ground floor. On the secfloor he found the cause.
Patrol Driver Thad Terrell was
RANG OUT THE BIG CITY HALL pulling the bell rope as fast as he
BELL BUT TO NO PURCOSE.
could. He said the aklermen were
about "ail in" and he wanted to de
tomething to wake them up...
The bell reminded residents of old
Wagon Driver Thad Terrell Wished
times when it rang out the alarm. It
to Stimulate Flagging Enthus _
wasnot sufficient, however, to call out
siamm of Aldermen.
the fire department.

BOX 16

•

Yesterday morning shortly before
3-iieFook lreducittis were awake
by a familiar sound which 'recalled
old times wheu the fire alarms were
struck by the city hall hell. The
sound which awakened them &so
brought the tired out board of aldermen, wfhtch at the time was" in a
deadlock, to Its feet, and every person in the city hall was immediately
astir.
The big bell in the belfry .has
etruck out a flre alarm. Box -16"t
was rung dearly, and with as much
perfection as cou:d machifiery have
done R. The alarm was repeated, but
this time the first two strokes of the
"6" •wers separated, from the beat
four, inakang the' box number "126.Lieut. Police Tom Potter rushed
out into the hall. . He 141W the rope
lerding from the belfry working up

A Big Line
(1f manufacturers' samples ef,aluelin Underwear, no two garments alike;
perfectly made; priced you at manufacturer's cost; you can't afford to
miss seeing them.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
SEER PREDICTS DEATH; INSANE
Fortune Teller's Limit on His •Life
Drives Man Mad.
Marinette, Wis., Jan. 16.- - William Anderson, of Dinthas has become insane through worry over the
predictions of a fortnee teller. Two
months ago the 'seer fpretold that
Anderson would die during the
month of January. The man could
think of nothing else and at last
became a maniac. He has been corninItted to the county hospital.
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WEAR
W. C.

Norwinc, of Flat River, in the lead mine district

of Missouri, has sent us this photo of a pair of Diamond
where
shoes worn 10 months underground
Brand
ordinary shoes average about
Our heavy

Weeks.

Diamond Brand

•
way as superior in their

work,shoeg_gte in every

class as arc our highest grade

dress shoes-and we make more fine shoes than any other
Mouse in the West,
•

p
eteis4ape atuawD,4imik,IND4y
WE *MICE
Ortiz-

Alf0P," FINE/-0cry se-

SHOES THAN
THE

WES 77
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CUT PRICES AT THE MODEL $1.38
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one while Graham, Swann & Hood the yard is a clay and the pupils slip
will have- charge of the other. This on tilts during wet weather. '
seettrede one of- Dow us' ant
A eipmmunleation was received"
E. S. Dinguld warehouses, while the from the Alumni association, askiag
association will build as soon as the permission to distribute seed to the
weather permits. Long, Frulteman & children to plant at theeschool and
company are putting up a big house at home.
for the business, and are reaching out., Superintendent Lieb said as beafter the trade.
tween children and flowers he preFrankfort, Ky., Jan. 16.-Special
Jtielge William ("ernes- came here to
make preparations for his appearance
before the coart of appeals to answer
to the writ of prohibition secured
against him in the Hargis case by
Commonwealth's Attorney Adams. Ile
slays that he will prove to the court
that he was actuated by right and by
the lT
ia eliTiff -one of his rulings.
The court will tomorrow probably decide whether it desires to hear witnesses on the ease at Issue.

Murray In Darknees.
Coal oil lamps, lantern% and eNen
candles have been In demand since
last Friday night when the town was
left in darkness by the crankinese of
some maahinery at the electric 1:ght
plant. It events an engine got crazy
and ran away with, the machinery
and mach damage watt done tt) .the
dynamo before it could be shut, down
The managers think it may be a week
or more before the damage can be
dully repairedt and light,
/ resumed. it
Is a Pratt rneteiveniertee to the psotide. and especially in paalte
churehew In street, etc.. where
no propitiations bad beeh made for
other lighting purpeste
Keen the
moon and stets ref
to ehine
_air MOS effaigatteU.

Vt

•

A Memorable Day.
Oat a the days we remetnfter wits
pleasure, as well as with profit to our
health, is the one on which we became
acquainted with Dr. King's New Life
Pills, and painless purifiers that cure
headache and biliousness, and keep
the boweds right. 25c. at all drug

ferred that children have a place to stores.
the
play. Mr. Beekenbach favored
GREAT VOLUME oF ,WATER
flowers. It was virtually, agreed to
follow the superintendent's sugges- ;" Line
tion and limit therflowers to one or Passing Cincinnati, and Danger
Today.
Reached
Be
Will
two beds.
In the matter of securing seats for
Cincinnati, Jan. Ia.-Rising at the
the High school, Secretary Byrd rewith
ported he had written letters is thd rate of two inoh,es an hour, and
pass
to
yet
water
of
volume
heavy
a
Cincinnati, the Ohio river will prob-

Hutir,ing Evidence.
1
Princeton, /C•.., Jan.' l6e-'1'he citizens committee which has for some
time been investigating the action of
the night riders here last month,1
when two large tobacCe houses were'
burned, Is continuing its labors, and
it is lierlieved with considerable hooe
of sue( earl. The claim is uow-anade
by one of thoee who has been porta-ularly active in the inquiry that withIn forty days there will be enough ev
blew* to convict a 'number Of th,,
who were in 'the Party.

letre
• Sher

$5

Suits that sold fortnerly at

'
,
1,
4%szwy
-

•
Conifer*•
ppm.;
a• Otr70•111.V,

frz.

•
••
•15••• • CO

41.

aie si3-eeia6 arnh 60, tile 6suek's
sloves. t/ 4I& i3lea4e you. act
feet
east you pktueh 4ss now /km usual',
as 02-e a)te now giving twenty-jive
Weese eent.oll o‘ the'3tegydaY lytifee.
th4
eadil. now- tet
fgeans
ea-d4
you'l, 'wont Se -wou and eon.
(14„er44'i,(4 -as

4,kiee

ably pales the danger line of fifty
some time today.

Sage Fortune Taxed at $50,000,000.
New York, Jan. 16.-The tax list
made public yesterday has several
interesting (endures. Chief of
the•faet Chat the tax assessors have
written down the Demon/1i fortune
left by Rttieell Sage at sz,u,'.rocolth.
Thls Is easily the biggest, individual
the
personal tax ever recorded in
city's books. Sage, in his lifetime,
was asseeeed at $2,0oe,00.0.

4

There is Nothing
So Dangerous
As delay in eye trouble: where
you consider that you can get
along fairly well without any
sent* execpt sight, you will
understand how important it Is
to take no chance with it.
ToTKI.I.,
Wif-RN YOU: NEED
Ill. \',SF.-4

illINF.St; IS

vibe EXAMINED

FEW'

STEWED OPTICAL CO.
lieedstorisrs of ?alveoli
605 'ROADWAY

Wednesday
)11,re are going to put forth a quantita
of .Table Linens aed Napkins-that
r etery housekeeper may hare the opPortinnitY to supply her linen closet
at nelderate coat,
RUDY. PHILLIPS & (X).

17).4'0 •

I •

g

44„..4.
„ .

r

encourage glitch mob violente was a
dagrace to civilization. Tillman was
Dime-timed
to Roast Pitchfork not permitted to tepty, but at the conSteamer
All this week twe are going to have
elusion of Spooner's attack declared
Senator.
new I./amain% for you. %lee our
take
Waehington, O. C.-, Jan. 16. -Goad- that at an early date he would
store each day and get some of every.
occasion to defend' himself Ice/tient
Interruptions
from
frequent
by
ed
thing offered.
TElman, the speech of Spooner in the "the Insulting allusions made to
RUDY, PHILLIPS & (X).
• c
senate on the 'resolution sfli• the in- him,"
"The president of the United States
vestigetion of - the affray at Browns.Don't let
will
never require an' defense front
afire,
we.
chatlgsd
from
the
condition
ehe
'lour neigithcr tell you what
attacks of the senator front South
on. W elneeda.Yee. Af a conatamtional argument in debought nt mr
Spoon... "Ito ha;
down with' her and lornanane of fense' of PrenItleot Roosevrit's confent Carolina," said,
In (Recharging the negro betallion of , developed a mettle for attacking the
the hacgains, too.
the army to a severe arraignment of Preeteent."
PRI141114
the South Oarolimetienstor. He elnot--1,
To have delielons, brown cakes for cd from Tillman's* utterances defend- She Found Exactly What aheWanted
in Muslin re/kg-wear at
breakfast, Mix eeld Water with Mrs.- lug tha lynching as a means of flair
1113:111'. PHIllIPS & 00.
trolling the netroes and said that to
A matlIVIV Papeete ffOttr.

4

-TRAM ‘N GOT HIS. '

•
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THE PADUCAH EVENING fi;UN

•
Improve the roads than to conthe Vabucab Sun.ently
tinue plowing and scraping the mud
beds year after year
But in reality,
if the work is well done the only posSY THE SUN PUBLISNINOCO. sible result can be an ultimate reducINC0RrOKATED
rate, and this quesP. M. FISHER, Preameat. tirm of the tax
U. 3. P/LETON, General Manager.
tion of tax rate is. going to be a. seri.oua question in McCracken county
SUBSCEIPTION ILATZEi
iiterati at the postoftlee at Paiggla• before long. Every dollar spent imWanerstein Bros
300.0,
Retail .Druggists.
aa second class metta(.e_f•
proving a mud road next spring will Lang Brothers
$100.00 B. Weille & Sons
311-0.'e
TEE DAILY SDK
$ .1') have to be duplicated the following F. B. Dunn
By carrier. per week
10eni.,
6.0e Roy L. Culley & Co
By mail, per month, in advance .26 spring. If the road is permanently
310.00 Grand Leader
J. P. Sieeth
100:0,
2.50 improved with gravel it would not
By matt, per year, in advance
25.0.,
510.00 M. Marks
J. C. Gilbert
TELID WEEKLY ate
require repairing for seven or eight Iverson & Wallace
15:00 Lee Levy
100.0Per year, by mail, postage paid-M.00
years and then the cost would
be
Address TILE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
75'Ilivery and Transfer Co.
S. Fels Brost & Reubel
- Phones gall nominal.
%Naos. Ill South Third.
Paducah Transfer Co.
Dentists.
$1.00.iJ4)
.
Now, supposing a large sum were
$ 54)..1
Banks,
Dr. WIll V. Owen
Perim a Young. CsssjS sad NOW
spent in permanently improving the American-Gernran Nat. ....$100.06 Dr.
fork repreeeetatives.
6.04.
I. B. _Howell
• THE SUN can be found at the Dillow- roads. Bonds would be Issued or Citizens Savings
100.00
12.e''
Dr.
J.
V.
Vogl,
-1g places:
long time notes given. When the City National
R. D. Clements & CIA
100.00
Hay, Feed. Lime and ('oal.
Van Clean Eros.
principal was expended at, needed the City National
75.0) F. L. Gardner & Co
$ 15.00
Palmer House.
county would have roads and bridges First National
John Wilhelm's.
1104.00 Barry Bt lienneberger
25.00
that would not require mending the Mechanics & Farmers
Saloons.
100.00
next year. In that event only suffi- Paducah Banking Co.
100.00 a B. Gott
$ 30.00
cient money for a sinking fund to pay Globe Bank & Trust Co. . • .. 50.00 W. C. Gray
75)00
4.4011
Interest and retire the bonds would
Wholesale Grocers.
Albert PeTkin
.
•
'34.00
have to be appropriated. It; would I. • Nauheirn
.WkIDNESDAV, JANT-ARY IS.
41'501)
$ 75.00 P -D. Rodeus
not be long before the principal and M. Livingston & Co.
104.00 Frank Wagoner
20.00
Interest were paid, and with that off J R. Smith & Sons Co.'
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
100.04 John Ward
25.0.0
our hands the McCracken county tax Baker-Eccles & Co.
December-1906.
14)0.4)0 .1, T. Quarels
.25.00
3963 rate would be permanently and ma- Covington Brothers
17
1
3930
100.00 R. L. Poacher
25.00
3921 terially reduced.
18
3
3890
Meyer-Schmidt & Clark
50.4311
Manufacturers.
It is true that a small amount of
3949
4
3877
19
Real Estate Agents.
Langstaff-Orm Mfg. Co.
$31.10,o ,,
3926 Permanent improvement might "be C. E. Jennings
.. 3868
20
$1000-0 McKinney Veneer and P. Co 200.0
21
393s made each year. but while this was T. C. Leech
3935
100-00 Sherrill-Ruseell Lbr. Co.
100..t
101 Overcoats that formerly sold for $15.0O3 $18 00 and $20 00
3939 being done the county would be wast- E. W. Whittemore
5896
22
7
19V0iraduoah Brewery Co
200.u,
thousands
of
ing
keeping
dollars
the
3939
;894
24
J. B. Hall.
119 Men's Suits that formerly sold for $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00
5.00 Paducah Water Oo.
•• ••
Neal,
1874
3961 mud roads in a passable condition. W. C. O'Bryan
26
50.00 0. L. Gregory Vin. Wks.
1.00.0e,
There
assertion
disputing
the
is
no
3881.
3925
27
11
103 Youths' Suits that formerly sold for $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00
W. B. Walters
25.00 John W. Little Spoke Fac.
75.'JOI
3932 that every, dollar spent in building
392'7
28
12
'teal testate Owners.
Paducah ice Co.
100
00
323 Any of these now for
3934
29
3899 up mud roads is wasted, and this F. E. & A Langstaff
13
$1 0.00
$200.4$3 Chamblin & Murray
100.00
38S'; wasted money might as well be going Mrs. Mary Palmer
14
3921
31
75-00 Ben Frank
15.00
,
,nto a sinking fund to cover the
3914
as
J. L. Bathshores
25.00 M. Miehael & Bro.
100.00
Total
9-‘,921 cost of building good roads for McFurniture.
Grocers.
Retail
Cracken
county
farmers.
Average for December, 1906...3,917
Berksdale Brothers
$ 10.00
$ t$'4).3 R. S. Barnett
Average for December, 1906...3,740
Hamilton Bros. Fur. Co. ... 30.01 Jake Biederman Gin. & B Co. 100)0
Announcement
by Congressman F. N. Gardoer, Jr.,
100.00 Louis Clark
100.00
177 Chain') Clark, that he
Inorease
wall not agree Rhodes-Burford 0o.
34)41
." E. Farley & Sons
100.00
Personally appeared
before mA to succeed John Sharp Vs'illiams as
TH/Efts
J W Gleaves & Son
:
$15
5 00
li.en
°.
H
,r.y naydmeirekter
•400
0'° j
25.4e
this, Jan. 1 1907, E J. Paxton, gen- leader of the house minority, will be
Hardware,
2
1 .0e
J. J. Lally
0.0
eral manager of The Sun, who af- received with satisfaction both
•
by Re- Hank Brothers
firms that the above etatement of publicans and Democrats. We confees
L. W. Henneberger Co.
2.5.01)
14.9.00 0. A. Tate
the circulation of The Sun for the that John Sharp %Vil-liame is a partiScott Hardware CO
5.!,)1)
J. A. Williams
month of Dec., 1946. is true to the san Democrat, whom we hold in high
Wholesale Liquors and
Nick Yopp
10.00
best of his knowledge and belief.
esteem. He has performed 8 patriotic Dreyfuse-Weil & Co.
$15'0-010 Lieberman & Butler
1e.00
PETER PURYEAR.
work by his mere paztisaaship, and Friedman-Keller & Co.
15.0(1
Frank A. Lucas
54)0-00 J. 11,-. brr
10.00
Notary Pulite.
incidentally he gave the Republicans H. We & Sons
Wheeler, Hughes & Berry .. 75.00
e
11°41-4K) w. H. vow
.00
My commission expires January in congrees more trouble than
50.00
any Samuel I. bevy
1Judge R. T. Lightfoot
10.0.00
Insurance.
22, 1908.
other "floor
1.4)..)11
manager," as 011ie Geo. H. Goodman & Co.
Flournoy & Reed
75.0o Burgauer & Hughes
$ 50.00
James calls him, in many sessions
15:043
Marble
00
1
1Xm.
1500
,
Shoe Dealers.
Hummel Dree.
Daily Thought.
Williams does not pursue a coarse of Cochran Shoe Co.
1,5.0e
2,50J J. M. Worten
Slournoy & Burnett
15-0e)
"Every time you do a worthy
obstruction and puerile objection George Rock Shoe Co
Mlacelhdaeoas.
25.00
('ontractors
I
thing you make it easier for others to every meaterre proposed by the ma- Henry Runge
15.00
George
5.04)
Weikel
F.
4100.00 Ike C1
to be worthy.
jority. He has kept his eyes open
51..04
Max B.. Nairn
Jewelers.
Doctors.
for the weak points, and he has a wit J. L. Wolff
56.040
C. N. Baker, Noak's Ark
i 5
'
0.0
'
0 ICarl Sears---•-- - • - -• • •$•
GOOD ROADS.
-$6*-$4-re. w. Baker
that finds all the blowholes in an ad- Nagel & Meyer
510.00
IUJU
a°41.94) J S Troutman
Without knowing the details of the versary's armor. A virile minority J. A. Konetska
Milliken
21r01)
M
15.00 Prank Boyd
26.00.W'
Wan for wholesale improvement of is as neeessary in a government like
5.00
B. T. Milliken
Hotels and Restaurants.
J.„ • T Reddiek .... P
30.00
Fowler-Crumbaugh Co.
the McCracken county roads, we wish ours as a strong and efficient major- Palmer
100.0(1
Hotel Co.
$100.00 51 SteInfield
6.00
The minority serves to keep the
to record ourselves on the side of the ity
100.00
H
H. A Petter
Hotel Craig
3.10
.0
S. B. Pulliam
6.0.0
majority
pledge
movement,
in
and
better roads
the straight and narrow
50.00
A.
D.
Hon.
Tenter
Nicholas
St..
Hote Co
50.00 H. P. Sights
6.40
our support in advance to any honest, path. John Sharp Williams stands
100.00
1Ed D. Hannan
25.00
P. E. Stutz
Lawyers.
reasona6le scheme for the permanent forth in strong contrast to the vituJ. T. Laurie
10.00
Stutz Candy Co.
2.4}0A. W Barkley
16.00
Improvement of the county highway's. perative, but ineffective Ben Tillman,
10700
Emmett BagbY
'thy Goods and Clothing.
Hal S. Ocerbett
15.00
Farmer and city man should join in in the senate. Williams is mat heard
• 30.00
R
R. Lee Baker
Eley Dry Goods Co.
$ 70.00 Criee & 'Rose
31).00
support of the idea. Both will be so mutt as he is felt. He is the big5.0)
J. E. Morgan
Eli Guthrie Dry Goods Co... 160.00 W. V. Eaton
beeefited more than etther realizes. gest man by a head in the Democratic
Billings
Ben
50.00
Hnrbour's Dept. Stoee
300.01) Jos. R. Grogan
15)00
Iie represents the •enith in
It is customary among farmers not party.
100.00
Johtt S. Bleecker, True. Oo.
L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
30).00 T. B. Hareem
16.00
the
value
sense
'consider
of their Own
the
that he is an example of
to
Independent
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Cigar
15.00
Co.
Purcell & Thompson
20004) John K. Hendrick
15.01)
labor, that of their horses nor the its best product; he repreeents his
50.00
D W Coons
Rudy-Phillips &
300.00 E. H. Puryear
15.00
, Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
wear and tear on their implements. party in that he takes advantage of
News-Democrat Pub. Co.
100.00
The agricultural industry is not so every opportunity to further its inForeman Bros.
50.0')
highly organized nor is the economy terests: but we believe he Is about
15.00
C. C. Lee
of the business so nicely estimated. the only Demc*crteAc member of conW. G.'McFadden
. 15.00
as is that of the eity corporations. gress who eonsiders himself as In the
Loeser, Great P. Tow Go.
But just the same these elements do larger sense a component part in the
H. M. Cunningham
1.00
enter into the matter of profit and government of the whole United
E. J. Paxton
.....
25.00
loss on the farm. For Instance, eggs, States. We reserve the right to differ
George C. Wallace
1010.44
butter, corn, oats, or whatever it may with .John Sharp William* on many
C. L. Brunson & CO.
6.40
Men's
and
Youths'
Pants,
Negligee Shirts,
be bring a certain price in the mar- things, but we should regret to else
F. M. McGlatheirT
5.00
Underwear and White and Fancy Vests
The market is In the city. If so good a fighter reduced to a letss
ket
0. D. Schmidt
30.40
the weather is bad and tne roads im- influential position,
Wm. Guth
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
15.00
passable, the farmer must wait at
Rostc:writ.
Second
-The button holes or stud holes match.
There
are
no
olds
and ends, no accumulation of old
home until M. is possible to haul a
Barring his method of presenting
A. T. Yegeay
$ 10:011
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
heavy load to the city. In the mean- cold, voleeleim figures
6
to the public, stocks; everything is new and fresh. The New Store will ch. Schmidt
time reserve supplies of the commodi- Mayor Yeiser's message in
and without injury.
many re- ALWAYS sell new goods; this is a means to an end. E. M. Yarbor
ties may he called out by the price )peels !anti able document,
Chas. Smith
manifestFourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
1?).0.00 I
offered and by the time the roads are ing the executive'8. grasp
of munice
Thos, Chal:enor
10.001
the
"hump"
so often seen is missing.
good the price has fallen
Eggs and pa: affairs and his ready
acquaintance
New Subscription..
butler
No
like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself
other
kre high in the worst with the details which "get next
to"
.
Grecers-season, and they are high because the people. He mentioos
sending
us
laundry.
your
.1. D. Overstreet
one project,
$ 15.e0
the farmers; ean•t get two towp to sup- which er far has received no
W. E. Ham
urging
15.00
.14
ply the demand
Ile advocates the erection of two Wright•PI Hygenic Health
Under$2.00 Pants reduced to
Tinner,
$1.50
When roads are good the wagons more market houses,
wear, fleece lined, $1.00 garment**
one on
C. J. Miller
the
$ 15.00
last longer, the horses demand' less north side and one on the
$2.25
now
75c $3.00 Pants reduced to .
south *side
Totem-co..
feed, and bigger loads can be hauled. It has'long been generally
known that,- Men's remelts Hair Underwear In
$3.50 Pants reduced to ....
$ 10.00
*2.041 Joe Klein
Beeides M1(sE. features the comfort the prevent market
house is inadeInsurance,
Tan and HrowteNeseellent value
and convenience of being able to quate, and there is no
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
$3.75 S. T. Randle
room to extend
$1.00 garments, now cut to .. 754 $5.00 Pants reduced to
C
$ 16.00
drive to the city at any time to pur- It. As the mayor *aye,
it will not do alen•s
Wallace Well
104.04
better quality Camels Hair- $000 Pants reduced to
chase supplies buy medicines or see to cramp the
$4.50
public market
There,
Florist.
undernear
garments
new
$i.2
Alk•
the doctor or dentist are worth con- as everywhere---there
more than in
$7541 Penal reduced to
$5.05 Sch malls Bros
$ 25.0)
all wool Caenels Hair Undersideratioe by the farmers, especially mest places-the
natural law of supwear,
$1.50
garments,
reduced
when the convenience can he secured 'ply and demand,
$8.30 Pants reduced to
$8.35
untrammeled comYOU DON'T HAVE TO WA,'
to
.,1$1.1$
for actually less than the coot of in- petition ()Ma i n, and
Every 4one m•kes you feel heeler. Lon -Poe
an In inadequate
"Cooper,"
Ralbrtgan
ribbed
Underconvenience. a matter wh eh will be market Is hound
keep. your whole Insides r4ht. Sold on the
to react In 'molter
wear, $1.00 the garment, now
tnoney•back plan everywhere Price ho I 11101.
touched upon directly.
prieelt. it may not he necessary to
cut to
010.
The city Man can more easily see establish a
market on the north side,
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
Imported
Balbriggan
Underwear
ASTOR'S JKWELN
the advantage to 'him of having the but the south
side with Its far reach
occupied by the (Ireat Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
room-now
$1.50
torment,
the
now
.
.
$1.20
such
roads; in
condition .. that
the arrow; Island creek does
offer a good Norfolk and Neu Brun/mirk
Broadway.
333
In the meantime we have made startling reMerMen" $1.50 white and foto
Graced Sic•ck of Fair Courrtese and
farmer can cerne to the city whenever field for a
market. GI Ve 118 ample
ino
l'nderuear
ductions
entire
on
our
line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
$150
the garhe derma to trade
DOW
Hastened Her Divorce.
The city men market space an a
$1.15
good market
ment, now reduced to
$1.20
C
is steel to considering conditions
reasons:
rirst, we wish to move as little as postwo
for
ThiS
New York, asp. 16.----William WelMen's $2.00 white and fancy Vests
Men's Royal silk Plush Shirts and
which affect trade. He knows how
present
and,
when we get into our new location, we
sible
the
of
dor!' Meer is to merry Ole beautiful
DOW
$1.30
Drawer.. $1.50 garments row $1.15
I•tah's governor tirgels on the leybad weather and had roads affect holCou n t OM of Westmorel and as elOnn as
have a clean, new.stock. If you need anything in our
to
mean
!Nature the edvieabillte of discrim- Cooper's l411k and Wool Underwear
iday btisiness.
Men's $3.50 white and fancy Vests
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HENS WILL LAY

John Murray.
Circuit Court.
62 years old, died at
John
Murray,
A compromise was effeeted in the
Wen Know; Hem
FO o'clock lost night at his home,
the
against
Friends in Paducah have received suit of V. E. Billington
1254) South Seventh strore, oe, stomergenthatler-Horton Basket and Maan announcement of the marriage o
ach trouble, after a lingering ilinette.
The
plain$1.040.
Mr. J. H. Brown _to Miss Thomasia chine company for
He had been bedfast ten days
%Wilson at Memphis tomorrow. Mr. tiff's leg was broken by a log shot before he expired. He was born in
$6,000.
for
Brown was formerly an attache of the down a chute. He sued
Res:shire, Scotland and came to AmerJudgment for $25 damages was
Illinois Central machine shops heat-,
ica when 25 years old. He bad been
company
and played secoad base atilt &alleged given M. Livingeton &
Paducah eleven years, be& Sims cornpeny. The residing in
Any Fur Coat in the House
the Illinois Cerstral baseball team iaet against McLean
ing a partner in the brick manufactfor
>ear. He left here in the tall, for plaintiff sued for $432 damages
$25.00
uring business with Alderman C. H.
Metnphis, and his bride is one of the failure to de:Ives a car load of or- Chatnblin. He and his partner came
House
in
the
Coat
Any Wool
most popular young women In that. anges.
If feeling good.
to Padueab from -Moberly, Mo. Mr.
F. N. Gardner, Jr., was given a
1-2 Off
city. They will come to Paducah towas married to Mary AnderMurray
verdict for $2.90 damages against
morrow night on a visit.
son, and is eurvived by his wife and
Any Coat Suit
Edward Bridges for the breaking of
live children; Aethur, John, Jarnee,
hie thumb and injuries to his head.
1-2 Off
Five Hundred Club.
Robert and Effie Murray. Two brothMrs. Ben Weille is the hostess of He fell over a board left across the ers James Murray, of Florida., and
(Second Floor.)
4ik
If fed proper!)
the Five Hundred club this after- pavement on Kentucky avenue beAlexander Murray, of Seotlend, surFourth
mull
tween
Third
streets.
noon at her
home on
Jefferson
vive him.
Gardner sued for 32.100_
Street.,
The funeral services will' be held
failRahn
Oscar
Attorney
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock,
in
court, vn
ed
to
arrive
Charity Club Meeting.
The Rev. W. E. Cave, officiating. The
and
was
this
morning
time
anywhere at prees much lower than
If treated right
The Charity club will have an imburial will be in Oak Grove cemetery.
tined $5 for contempt of court by
you pay eltewhere.
portant meeting tomorrow at 10:30
The pallbearers are: W. J. Mlle,
Circuit Judge William M. Reid.
-Use [soot destroyer.
LOC.,IL LINES.
a. m. with the president, Mrs.George
Louis Bebout, Harry Johnson, Ben
In the case of N. J. Jones against
-Alonzo Hedges, the Paducah C.,
Wallace, of North Ninth street.
Weil:e, a C. Maret, H. W. Katterthe Harth Bros. Grain company, a
baseball pitcher, has received offers All the
members are urged to be
John,
judgment for $200* was given the
from Joplin and Springfield, Ma, of present
plaintiff.. He sued for damages althe Western Association, to sign telt:.
-IFOr Dr. Pendley ring 416.
by a 1964,
leged - to have been caused
40WieleWdlibegg%X.421:
them this season. He is considering
-Use eceseidestroyer.
Dance at Hotel Craig.
of contract in a deal for hay.
SALTON SEA MAY CAUSE
--Drink ...s:elvedere the master the offers.
A delightful dance was enjoyed breach
Tilts afternoon the ease of John W.
-You know your calling cards last evening at the Hotel Craig. It is
UNUSUAL RAINFALL
brew.
against Tom Sanders, agent for
Hack
from
The
come
they
--The Illinois Central pay car ar- are correct when
one of a series of dances which is
IseebeiteeetaXalefielee
Caw damrived from Moundta•Illa this morning Sun, Serifs" cards and plate 21.50 a being given by the guests of the ho- the Humane 'society, for
Sanders
given
to
Jury.
was
the
ages
$3.
Englath
Old
and all employes are beiug paid off hundred, 'he
tel this winter.
There has beeen no valid explanakilled a horse belonging to Hack, be-The Willing Workers' society of
today.
tion for the unuilial weather condiwas lame. Hack
cause the horse
will meet
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 the Evangelical church
tion, and the following is given for
Crescendo Club.
the horse was not incurable,
claimed
Chris
Mrs.
with
afternoon
Thursday
196.
The Creseendo club will meet with
Broadway. Phone
what it Is worth, says toe Louisville
and that. Sanders exceeded his auKolb of 1900 Broad street.
Miss Newell tomorrow afternoon, at
Post, and Is the suggestion of an old
-When you oraer a rig from us
--Olote Wernicke filing (*see and her studio, on North Seventh street, thority in killing it.
river man who In the years gone by
you are talking to one of the proW. M. Janes against Cheatham
all supplies for them, also the beet at 4:15.
has prayed for rain in the Pittsburg
prietors or capable sierks (not a
for $54) as a commission for
line of carbons. A full line of blank
district, and was rewarded by his
Miss Newell will give a recital at Hodge,
driver or hostler) who writes, files
booes and all kinds of office supplies. her studio Friday night at 8 o'clock. selling property is on trial.
competitor
securing a Kanawha
at
appointed
and fills the order
Telephone orders promptly Sited. Old
rise.
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
Deeds Filed.
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
This river man's opinion is that
The Woman's Club.
--The Ladles of the Maccabees inJames B. Ray to L. M. Nance,
-Mrs. P. P. Brockman, of Eutaw.
the present rainy season is due to
The Woman's club will meet toFOR RENT-One nice furnished
stalled officers yesterday afternoon.
Alabama, returned home yesterday, morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at property on the Benton road, $600. the formation of the Salton Sea In
room, with all modern conveniences
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
Kuyken,
to
J...
Thurman
A.
E. D.
after a three weeks' visit to her par- the parish house of Grace Episcopal
the imperial valley of Southern Calat 123 North Seventh street. Phone
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bahr, of cnurch. It will be an open business deli, property in the Thurman addi- ifornia. It is generally known that
210/.
building. Office
next to Register
tion,
$25.
1627 Soutn Sixth street.
tht Salton Sea was brought into exmeeting and all the members are rephones 870, residence 272„
E. D. Thurman to J. A. Cooper,
TO WHOM IT MAY concern. We
-We have Slug Shot that will de- quested to be present, as there is
isetence just' recently by changing
-Operation of the sanitary sewerroad,
on the Benton
$200.
are ready to take care of all dead anstroy all iqsects on plants; and Plant some business of importance to property
the course of the Colorado river and
age pumping station kt Thee, and Food that, will make
a imals such as cows, horsea. mules,
You wouldn't like to live in
plants grow. come before the club.
allowing this water to flow into toe
Clay streeds hats beets, discontinued
Our wagon will call
County
court.
want ads. were ever hogs and dog
no
where
city
Brunson, 529 Broadway.
low Imperial valley. The result has
The char er membership of the
because of the fall o*ease river.
J. IR. Puryear qualified as a notary
in the newspapers-- would and get them without cost.
printed
been the formation of a sea from 50
°hub will- be closed tomorrow afterDaily
-City slit:acre:re-re to the
public in county coust.
if you never read or Phone IsS9, Gent & Elliott.
The Weather Man.
to 60 miles wide by 300 miles in you? And yet,
noon and all who desire to join as
Sun who wish the delivery of theli
made
Italian.
fleet
an
(Milian,
John
is, you might almost
it
as
them
weathuse
the
What's the matter with
length, a body of water larger than
charter flembers or are contentplatpapers.stopped must notify our colapplication for eaturalization wipers
well!
as
er man?
lag enrolling their names, are urged
Lake Michigan. This large quantity
lectors or make their requests di- __Everywhere this is a topic Drainyesterday in county court.
. of water flowing lute the hot sandy
-do so at this meeting, while
•
rect to The Sun office. No•atttention tereeting speculation. The predicIn buying want advertising you
desert has been affecting the rainfall
privilege is open.
will be paid to such orders when tions sent out by the weather bureau
Police Court.
of the Southwestern countO mate- are buying SERVICE at a bargain!
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Cross this mornirtg rtaily tnereasing the precipitation In
A.
Judge
D.
ts
as
a
tismisAp
berriaptilikone
to
Louwent
Mr. Muscoe Burnett
kgre ARS
-Drink Belvedere the-. Padtreati dozen this winter, and It isarillY a
Mainly snowed his attitude toward New Mexico and Western
Texas, and
Local markets.
isville yesterday to attend tat- BurLord Byron, wrote: "'Tis pleasant
beer.
women, who do not take advantage
subject of comment. The Chicago nett-Cary wedding tomorrow.
the warm
moisture itrien atmors sure, to see one's name in print."
Dreesed Chickens-25c to 55a.
the many privIlegts afforded them. phere 's moving east.
-Stewart Sinnott cash'-s ;see.
Tribune conanented on it last week,
Attorney John G. Lovett is in the af
Eggs--25c doz.
And, if one is in business, it is
und simpendetle- judgment on three
stetant secretary at the Paltroer House and asked If the weather bureau had city from Benton.
...Butter--The lb. 6
PROFITABLE, too. And, if one is to
seamen if they remain out of the city
assumed charge yesterday, lie has reached the limit of its possibilities,
President H. V. Loving, of the
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu. 6')e.
COAL INQUIRY
remain in business. it is also NECAnnie Copeland and
been aseattant bookkeeper for the or if the present conditions in any Louisville Trust company, was here aermanentla
Country Hams-15c lb.
ESSARY.
aarah isewia fought anti were fined
Rani y-Ph id ps company.
way affect the usual means of ascer- yesterday.
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60c.
Will romantic- greed-id
jj for
FOR RENT -Furnished room 501
125 and coets each. Cora Hardin was
writer, all taining what the probable weather
-Sexton, the sign
of
Green Sausage-10e lb.
wife,
and
Sanders
Mr. William
Commission.
744.
Pluape
Kentucky avenuh. Old
kinds of sign and advertiding wriang, conditions the following day will be, Columbus. Miss., arrived today to lneci $50 and costs for conducting
Sausage-10c lb.
line painting of every charactes, in- 'The weather forecasts for Paducah visit the former's parents. Dr. and s bawdy house. The court on the
FOR SALE-Cheap; a good horse.
Country' Lard-12c Lb.
Greenville Ky., Jan, 16.-During
erornise tnat they would leave the
side work and carriage painting and have been wrong recently more often Mrs. William Sanders.
Celery-45c bunch.
the investigation by the Kentucky Ring old phone 2434.
ety, suspended the fine. John Bulger
repairing. Phone 401.
Turnips--50c bu.
Mrs. Jossphine Young, of Maythan right. Yesterday we were promrailroad commission intn the com- -FOR fuENT -barge- front room
--Use soot deetroser and keep your ised cold weather, but today is almost field, is visiting her 'daughter, Mrs was acquitted of the charge of mall- plaint against the Illinois Central, upstairs. -22 Kentucky avenue.
Parsnips-2146 bu.
louslyacutting J. W. Bailick, alias
coal bill down.
Green Tomatoes-5°" basket
J. E. Thomas, of North Thirteenth
summer temperature.
bled by William Eades. of the-nil:- -FOR SALE at a
nargain, drug
Bailey. Other cases: George GresivanTune-is-Three for 10c.
-For high-grade Wallpaper see
street.
side Coal company, of Paducah, two store stock. Address "4." care Sun.
;teed, gaming. $20 and costs; Jim
Lettuce---10c.
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
Mrs. Jacob, of Los Angeles, Cal..
Whip t11110 Beater.
witnesses charged that railroad stock
disorderly conCLOTHES cleaned and repalreel.
Spinach-50c ha.
-Asbury Radford, a street car
I. Nau- Vickers, Mat Griggs,
Springfield, Ills Jan. 16.- Sena- is visiting her sister, Mrs. ___
holders hold part of the bonds of the
Wet, $50 and costs, each; Mary
Jas. Duffy.. Phone 956-a.
Peas-10e qt.
conductor, was fined $5 and costs tor Henson, of Decatur, wild intro- heim.
coal companies, which, it was alleg$25
disorderly,
and
drunk
'Itessley,
Itabbits--15e each.
OWE'S:STREET, 'the painter. New
yesterday afternoon by Police Judge duce a bill tomorrow providing the:
Mesdames Pearl Wilkins and Maed, have ben getting more cars than
ind costs; Lang Bros., I. Cohen and
Honey-17c
975,
phone
old
1025,
D. A. Cross for using abusive lan- a husband who beats his wife shall ry Clark have returned from Cairo
phone
should have gone to them.
'lye See Optical company, breach of
guage towards Patrolman eteneer, Who be lashed, the maximum number of
Mrs. Frank.Phlilips base returned
RENI-Elegant flats, Seventh
The hearing, which is being preFOR
anti Charles M.
visited irdinance, continued.
ordered him off the corner of Broad- lashes OW may be inflicted being from Mayfield. where she
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
sided over by Chairman C. C. Mc- and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
same charge,
!Nellie,
B.
and
Leak'way and Fourth street. The judg- 50. The bill provides that the whip- Mrs. John Counts.
bu.
Wheat-75c
Chord, Is unique In that it is the first
WILLIAMS Furniture mu-hence,
11Sn:tinted.
ment *was suspended. This is tee ping shall be administered by th:
Mr. Jonn V. Hardy went south yesCorn --52c bu. in Hacks.
Inquiry ever held in this state to inbought
Furniture
53$ South Third.
first arrest made because of pedes- sherff.
terday on a business trip.
vestigate the car shortage. Campbell
Corn-50e bu. in sacks.
Deeds Flied.
and sold. New phone 900-a.
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Campbell ?presented the Hillside
&
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W,. N. Martin. to City National
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Tim.,
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lents for 64.30. These are extra dal ;tate; you will cove time
. denee of the fact
tself
I
Shoes
.
REPAIRIN6-three
-14ROE
for
um
in
money by vomits'
values.
Look at This
The treatment le successful In all
soled while ;-ost wait, at Harbour's
1411)1 PHILLIPs & CO.
wen p^re 1.4.1
goods.
dieordets, Theo look at other Ibsen of mnsila
stem-soh
lever
meets
of
aad
department store. Men's shoos half
lee 1[/RU( 1(31Wird4
yoster•
Mr. Marla' F.
lmalaria
cOadltIoas,
rheumatism. Underwear--You wilt certahily them
*Mad for 40c; boys' shoats half-sole.,
of
druggist
the
WI Mims 1'4
Et}lia,
sodI set Midway.
the
Inervtm.noms and wihronle Amedechee. appreciate what we are offering and int frit' toniavill.• to aiWitf
re- for Se e, eni n'4 *hoax half-soled
O. Remelt and Mr. RIveanth and Jantcoon streets, has
Night Bell at Side Dem,
ding of Mete
: Dr 0 R. Prows file Hrcaad way. come hack to bay,
Sixth and ktroadwa,.
fee dlics
1
from
turned
these tostOrroW..,.,
CO.
rre
1 4'7

Wednesday's

If in Oood Condition

SPECIAL PRICES
In Our Ladies'

Ready-to-Wear Department

Horses Will Pull
Cows Will Pay

Hogs Will Fatten

I

V

4

4

Hart ha5 the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all 'do their level best
for-U. Try it. It's cheap but good.

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO

TODAY'S MARKETS

•

•

.14 001f,

Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.

O

or

R. W.WALKER CO.

Dr. King Brooks

AllY 1.0
,
WEDNI:SDAY. .1441

THE.PA.DROMI

FREE

'REFORMS URGED,
BY GOY. CUMMINS

Of HI-LO Bak'ing Powder are
quality and price.
It is pure, and
wonderful
has
• leavening power
and unvarying
strength. One heap..
ing teaspoonful perfectly leavens a quart
of flour: -

a..

Governor-elect of Utah Says State
Must Hold Onto Coal Lands and
Change Bigamy Laws.

CLIMAX
ESTATE fiAS
RANGE

MINING

ELEVEN HUNDRED
MILLION DOLLARS

TWO
PRIME
RINCIPALS

Primary Law,Two Cent Fare,
Labor and Freight Schedule

A

EVENI,X9- WIC

STATUTE PROPOSED

Superior to all in pastry
and cake baking, yet
equally good for biscuit,
waffles, muffins, and
riddle cakes.

DANDELION
a safe and sure specific for
Rheumatism

sinews and mtvicien of the body.
Rheumatism, for the most part attacks the
heart valves suffer most. Like
Therefore the Joints, the muscle casings and
or blood poison in the
uric
of
road Tracks
excess
gout trluis disease is caused by an
their location; wander from
system. Rheumatic pains sometimes change
joints in succession The
various
visit
one part of the body to another, and
opinion, but certain remeof
matter
a
still
is
disease
James J. Hill, of Great Northern, nature of this, painful
immediate and lasting relief, and
Thinks car Shortage Will Ile
a
dies have been discovered that preglsce
the most impostant discovery
-ably
Asa
cure.
permaneat
Better.
Before
Worse
many times a
„
n from which Dr. Edprescriptio
made fri this connection is the famous
Thousands of peostle
prepartd.
are
Tablets
Dandelion
wards' Compound
are now well and
and
m
rheumatis
have used this wonderful remedy or
IsFAVORS CANAL FROM LAKES
y.
/
totta
box
get
a
to
you
happy, It will pay

Must Be Spent Building Rail-

Far-simile of Top of Box.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON.
*Past'llar`
St. Paul, Jan, 16.—Eleven hundPlease give the bearer
red millions of dollars a year for the
Haerit five yes -s must be spent by the
Conforms with all
one trial package Dr. Edward's
providing additional
railroads in
!Iota
•arsoluoituti
Dandelion Tablets. I.A. & D. Co
pure food laws, trackage properly to care for Die hasA SPUNK 1011 IIPIEUMATISM
lOINIY ASS LIM 051*5th
iness pow in sight, without taking
SYSPI/SIA *55 (SUSTIPATISM
State and National.
into account the natural increase,
Us honest price
CALL AT DRUO STORE FOR
'MAL PACCAUE.
said PresIdent James J. Hill of the
—a dime a pound
Great Northern, in a letter to Gover- BOTH TABLETS AND PILLS SOLD
Fourth and Broadway
—commends it as
nor Johnson.
BY ALL DRUGGISTS. PRICE 25c
of
y
the "econom
Canitalisis are not going to spend
'Sole Agents, I. A. & D. Co., Wellsville, N. Y.
the age." At your
this vast sum, the railway magnate
as tong is there Is so much
grocer's.
: continues,
'popular agitation against the railCONTINENTAL BAKING
roads that the future is made uncerPOWDER COMPANY
tain, Consequently there is likely to
Nashville, Tana.
be a congestion of business that will
make the present "car shortage"
statute.
seem Insignificant.
He called for the extension of the
Fevers ("anal to Gulf.
and
civil service and pure food laws,
channel In the Misfiftsec-foot
A
appealed for state control Of capital
sissippi River from St. Louis to the
francnise
stock Issues and an annual
Gulf, Mr. Hill says, would go far tocozporation tax.
ward relieving the congestion in the
An employers' liability :aw and an
Southwest. But even wita this aid,
were recomInheritance tax also
he says, traffic must be decentralised,
mended, as wsil as passage of a resfor the railroads are unable to add
olution applying to congress to call IN PREMIUMS OF 910,000 OVER to their,sterminal and transfer faciliYEAR OF 190.5.
• constitutSonal convention.
ties In the larger cities at any price,
Must Hold Coal bands.
and must arrange to transfer their
Salt Lake My, Utah, Jan. 6. —
traffic In the smaller towns, where
The message of Gov. John C. Cutler,
reasonable figCommissioner Rose Expects Present land can be bad at a
which was read before the legislaure.
Year to Break Insurance
ture today, advocates the creation of
Traffic has been increasing more
Record.
law
a
• department of insurance,
rapidly in recent years, Mr. Hill says,
making gambling a felony, and the
tnan at any forme'r period. At the
substitution of the word "bigamy"
same time new railroad construction
An increase of $10,000 over the has fallen to the lowest ebb in defor "polygamy — in the criminal statin
utes. "as some confusion Iresulted premiums of 1905 Is recorded
cades. Most roads, he says, are usfrom tnis difference in nomencla- Paducah for 1906, and Insurance ing their tracks to their utmost capaCommissioner Rees, who has flnisn- city, so that aiding to rolling stock
ture."
He recommends to the people a ed his report and forwarded it to will only Increase the congestion.
law like that of California, which 'headquarters, is satisfied with the
Commissioner
-nsining-con- excellent showing.
s indorssidThe Charming Woman.
gress in Denver, penalizing the mis- Rose's report shows for the first six Is not necessariiy one of perfect form
months of '1906 a collection of $65.- and features. Many a plain woman
representation of mining property.
aubject of coal lands, .a 000 in premiums. For the last six who could never serve as an artist's
• On
matter of peculiar interest because months the total Collection of prem- Model, possesses those rare qualities
of the allegations of the United iums amounted to $70,000, making that all the world admires; neatness,
New Match Sets of Embroidery
States government that officials Alai a total of s135m0n collected for the clear eyes, clean, smooth skin and that
All of the new matching sets of wrful:Y or negligently connived at year.
sprightliness of step and action that
fine embroidery in Nainitooks, Swims illegal locations, the message says:
"I do not anticipate any decrease, accompany good health. A physicaland Cambrics for children and inYou are doubtless familiar with but on the contrary an increase for ly weak woman Is never attractive,
fants' dresses all now In. It will in- the _recent attempts of the govern- this and next year," said Commis- not even to herself. Electric Bitters
terest you to see them.
ment to regain Possession of certain sioner Rose. "The old rates will be restore weak women; give - strong
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
lands known, or supposed to, contain resumed after this year, but the in- nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety
coal. The outcome of the action will crease In property valuation and ths skin, beautiful complexion. Guaran
be awaited with interest. In line with new ,bufklings which come with the teed at all druggists, 50c.
Corset Corers
push'
Every style shown by an immense this, I would respectfully recommend natural growth of the city will
excess of any
state
in
the
and
to
up
business
belonging
the
Cannot walk nor crawl away from you, nor be lost or
land
no
that
of
muslin
underwear
er
manufactur
REGISTERED STALLION
stolen when deposited at 4 per cent compound interest
now offered to you to make your se- which is thought to be coal bearing former business."
*lion in our drummers' samule sale be fold. The little land of this charSent by Breeders' triasociation to Mr.
in this bank.
Long Live the King!
of muslin underwear now going on. acter that we have remaining should
Morton Adcock. In treadle.
Open an account at once and get yourself a start.
piked at absorutely manufacturer's be held for lease under such regula- Is the popular cry throughout EuroDV, PHILLIPS & CO. tions as you think wise.
R
%
pean couaries; while in America, the
In compliance with the request of
Lotis Head, the
cry of the present day is "Long live Representative
Dr. King's New Discovery, King of State Breeders' association, will send
Remedies!" of the registered stallion, Victory, to
Throat and Lung
which Mrs. Julia Ryder Paine, Truro Morton Adcock, of Arcadia. The asMass. says: "It never fails to give sociation at a meeting this fall deImmediate relief' and to quickly cure cided to place registered animals In
a cough or cold." Mrs. Paine's opin- all sections of the state for the purion is shared by a majority of the In- pose of improving the breed of KenhaLitants of this country. New Dis- tacky horses. They wroth to Mr
Mr. Morton Adcock excovery cures weak lungs and sore Head and
throats after all other remedies have pressed a willingness to take charge
failed; and for coughs and colds it's of the animal. It will arrive Wednesthe only sure cure. Guaranteed by day. This is the third to be sent out.
all druggists. 54c and $1.00. Trial
A Wonderful. Happening.
bottle free.
Port Byron, N. Y., has wrtnessed
MEN'S LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Igns Um All Use
one of the most remarkable cases of
Nlost Violent Earthquake Shock
ever recorded. Amos F.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Fatts.
San Pranriseo, Jan. IC —A quak- healing
says: "Buciclen'i
Premium on"One Thourpad Dollar" straight life policy.
I had a severe cough
severe Ring, of .'hat place
more
crust,
carth's
ing
of
th:
and ooid- I, triads groat
Sall re cured a sore Olt my leg
t .x v
,z 1.1•
many on',,ti" hut none
than any one (flat has ever been re- Arnica
CI: Sgt..
vsI; tot ita t t tt, t,:2:16•.,t;
to do trio
of I
which I bad aufferedonVer Si)
a"With
felt
been
have
to
is
I
reported,
last
corded,
..:kd at
any
13,
043,
12,
040,
0
0
0 0 0 0 a 0.0,
0,
477,
0•4,
sO ce--4 °SUS!. ......
1 am now eighty-live." Guartried One bottle of Dr.
at Apia, December 21', kecording to a years.
13ell's siva-giro- Honey
2
by all drugertt
5i.t &ect,ters4,
.84,
;te.,.
ODCS,
Cl
ZVileltte.t :'"
:
&V.
from there by the anteed to curl all sores,
and it eared me. Very
brought
report
tinily, Herman
ran.
roir
ts, 2 Ec.
141 10 tab
ta
Australian liner, Ventura, just arrivFits_ Oathlig
Losnallatie
ed here. For three hour the seta:7
1
.
.
.4
)f.".TtE.0
'
?
.1.9.64
i•55:1"t
Weduesiday, Wednesday.
mograph of toe Ge.man ,scientists
OFFICERS—C. B. Nordenian, President; Chas. FP. Norton, Vice Presihome of barstationed at the South Pasiiic island, ' Our afore - will be the
Chas. Schutt, Secretary: Geo. C. Summers, Treasurer; Henry Enos
dent:
will have its
reeorderl a shock that for Violence gains; every department
Medical Director; Jas R Dustin, General Counsel.
Tuley,
Rememyou.
to
show
value
has -never been equaled so far as has special
ADVISORY BOARD—V. H. Eniflehard, A. Y. Ford, W. H. Bradbury,
ber you always have full stocks
been regIstehed.
C. W. Chambers, Robt E. Woods, Fred Levy, Claude Balthis.
our
We recognize the one great and only principle in Insurance, PROTEC.
It Is esti:listed that the center of pielect from at lowest prices at
Des Moines, Jan. 113.—In his mesRage to the legislature which convened here today Governor Cummins
recent/trended reforms which, if all
were adopted, would make'this session an unprecedented one. He urged the enactment of a wide primary
law, covering all elections of state,
county, municipal or district-L and
Including United States senators. In
regard to the. railroads he urged
laws requiring 2-eent fares, control
of freight schedules by the state commission, limiting hours of labor and
amendment of the law regarding the
to
granting of free transportation
make it conform with the national

ii
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W. B. McPherson
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Watch the Stamp to See the Age

To Be

PRICE

GIVEN AWAY

Early Times and Jack Beam

INCREASE

To the Person

WHISKIES

Guessing near( st to the
corrtct number of
beans contained in the
glass jar at the Gas
Exhibit Pure Food
Snow, Jan. 21 to 26.

Bottled in Bond

The oldest bottling is spring '99
Exactly Eight Summers Old

The Paducah Light & Power Co.

-RE
SOLD EVE,R.YWHE

Children's Muslin Untlyr*ear.
-- Domestic
Children's well mad.
Drawers for ftc pair.
Children's well made Domestic
Gowns for 50s each.
ell made Dottiest le
(lsildren's
Skirts for 25c and 50c each.
--This is less than you can make
them for. These goods are for sale
ID our, Muslin Underwear sale.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
You Will Need
A quantity of the 25c. 36-inch Irish
Lawn we are selling. Ruy it new.
RAYDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank .
•
..
210 Broadway

A
1110'
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Your Mon•ey
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DR.

E L,L,s

Bast Knorin Remedy for
Singer Cone's and
°olds.
I had • te'rer'e summer
cold which Settiod on my

14
1

SM I tried various
kinds of cough remorbes,
none of whicR did tor any
stgoill until I finally tried
_Qt iJr. HtIrs
- Hooey, which
.
Celt
renewed me at once-

Plow accept my this
fcte this moat vaIle
remedy. Iter
fully. Henry
yyslaaltl I4L, Little
ankgrusa.

•#

BUSINESS

PINE,
TAR
ON EY

zrr

the disturbance was 900 miles soutn store.
of Apia.

.
.
.OVER 4,000,000 DOMES 0F.

Dr. Bell's Pine -Tar - Honey
k

f/

V`

Were sold during the year 1904, on an absolute guarantee. Out of this
vast number of sales money was refunded on only six bottles. This
propostion-6 out of 000,000-1 so exceedingly small that it
hardly makes a ripple in the solid phalanx of satisfied
moaners. This is the unprecedented record of the
twee wonderful cough asetilennt an the- -martens

• LOOK FOR THE
BID '04 THE MIME.

'C
.4 1it
'.•/"_
1-- --b
11)

25 ~its. 50 oenta and 111.00 Bettina.
pP4.aly1'ythe

E. E. SUMMAND REDICK Ca.. him*
•‘.

• 6? • •
NIL
S

•••••

FOR INSURANCE

"Ir C

That Insures See

AN

CURE MI

UN

8

"Dr.King's
Discovery
New
cHSIJAI

Hurry, Hurry
Down here Wcdneeday nU)rlIIIIg sad
pet the first choke of all, the new
thing, ITtive will he offered.
.RUUT, PHILIJPN & CV.
Housekeeper's' Attention
Is tailed to the special Table Linen.
Napkin and Tince1-41fIr. (tome down

ill DI , i'liILLIII's .1 (so.

W. A. WARD, District Agent, 1131 S. Fourth, Paducah, Ky.

tre ifte4Fell'RI I'), PRILLIPS & 00.

nrny, PHILLIPS & CO.

early.

Agents wanted

When We, Speak
We know what we are saying—when
the qualifier of
WC fell you that
While Goods now being utpown by us
manta be duplicated In Paducah at

Gowns
Every woman Will appreciate the
ittinientie sk mimeo* to .4..1 frum In
our druniriters' sample sale of muslin
G„wn,, that she could
not buy the material to make for
.the amgomt askrd for them and
twice'
original designs that "the rould never
pattern.
,

TION. Write or call.
RUDY. PIIILLIPS &

I

FOR

Pit(ill
011001filani
ttl$

Pries
60e & $1.00
Free Trial.

owitest Our" for all
west
TEOUB.
TUBOAT and LH It
1.28, r MONEY BACH.

ABRAM 14 WEIL & CO.
Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass,
fara-trahell Building.
both

Phones:

Office 369.

Residence 726

•

baud Iladars Praha fh legrodleits.
We rater to tkat boon to weak, nervous,
guttering women known as Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Preacription.
I )r. John Fyfe one of the Editorial Staff
of Tag Eel-Et:TM Matti:Al. KevieW says
of Unicorn toot (lielentes Moine which
Is one of the chief ingrediente of the "Favorite Prescription'. :
"A rstmedy which 'availably acts as a titerthe invigorator • • • makes for normal activity of the entire reproductive system."
He continues"in !felonies we have a medicament which more fully answers the above
purposes than any Other drug with which I ain
acquainted. In the treatment of diseases peculiar to women it IA seldom that a case is
seen which dues not present sumo indication
for this remedial agent." Dr. Fyfe further
says: The following are among the leading
indications for Helonlas(Unicorn root.). Pain
ea;
or aching In the back. with leucorrhcive
atonic(weak)conditions of the reproduct
irn
and
depressio
mental
organs of women,
ritability, associated with chronic diseases of
the reproductive (moms of women. col:latent
sensation of heat in the region of the Sidto a weakney*: raenorrhagia (flooding), dueive
system;
ened condition of the reproduct
antenorrinra (suppressed or absent monthly
an
nying
-accompa
or
from
ariaitig
periods).
abnormal condition of the digestive organs
and ana.mic (thin blood) habit; dragging
sensations in the extreme lower part of the
abdomen..
If more or leas of the above symptoms
are present. no invalid woman can do
better than take Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription, one of the leading ingredient:tot which is Unicorn root, or Helonias,
and tho medical properties of which it
.tuost faithfully represents.
Of Golden Seal root, another prominent
ingredient of "Favorite Prescription,"
Prof. Finley Eilingwood, M. D., of Bennett Medical College, Chicago, says:
"It is an important remedy in disorders of
the womb. In all catarrhal conditions • ••
and general enfeeblement, it is useful."
Prof. John M. Scudder, M. 1)., late of'
Cincinnati, says of Golden Seal root:
"In relation to its general effects on the
system. there is no medicine in Use about which
there is such general unanimity of epini‘m. It
Is universally regarded se the tonic useful in
all debilitated states."
Prof. Ba.rfbolow, M. D. of Jefferson
Idedical College, says of Golden Seal :
"Valuable In uterine hernorrhege, menorThetis (flooding) and congestive dysmenorshwa (painful menstruation)."
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription'faithfully represents all the above named ingredients and cures the diseases for whichthey are recommended.
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HEALTH
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
DEFENSE LEAGUE

Chronic Coughs PUBLIC

THE

question fa
When dwelling on the PInmoIng or Heating
than not
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener

1 REFUGEES

To Take IØftneatitin of Sani.
fation as National issue

COPYRIGHT,

18e3,

HA.IIP'At

&

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Oss

Bu A. CONAN DOYLE,
Author -of "The Return of Sbeaock Holmes"
SY

he will refer you to

Atiernt•y General Bonaparte Mad.. a
nienawr of Promising Organization.

BROTtirRS

lamsammanim

411111111.MINIImallsommosimmeolmElai

Fitting

328 Kontuiczky Ave.

133 acti.rth Fourth
Both Phonstes 201

NEED VINOL

iS
IMPOSING .4.RRA1' OF NAMES.
like a log, kicOng and striklag -witti
it
e
becaus
cough
his nowerful limbs. The younger war- it stops the
-He sped swiftly along the trail, with
rior sprang like a deer over his Mien cures the cause
his musket cocked in his hand, the
comrade and dashed on into the wood.
heels.
his
upon
hard
g
This is the sea-Ja fOr Wort; Sited
others followin
Washington, Jan. 16.—AttorneyBut an instant later there was a gunbut there was no sound and no sign of
and for the benefit of Padu- General Bonaparte is ptenaring to go
t•oldn,
in
front,
the
followed
trees
among
shot
life from the shadowy woods in front
cah people our local diet/Mist W. B. -nig predeeessor, Mr. Moody, one betby a feint wailing cry.
of them. Suddenly ton Lhut stopped
"That is his death' whoop." said Du McPherson tells them the best means ter in the prosecution of reforms.
and grounded his weapon.
!hut composedly.
for a cure. •
Although Mr. Bonaparte scarcely has
"They are still behind us," he said.
As be spoke the two others came
He says: "Take Vinol, our real cod had time to yet get shaken down in
d
we
brunche
where
"This is the point
buck. Ephraim ramming a fresh charge
liver preparation without oil, - It °Mee he has evinced his intention
off. They have hesitated a nionieut, as Into his musket.
like of seeing that tne pure food bill is
does not upset tae stomach
you can Bei by their footmarks, and
As
cily for
Lhet.
Du
he's gone." said
more
much
is
it
and
syrups,
then they have followed on."
cough
spasm
he spoke the Indian gave a last
lived up to by the manufacturers of
"If we go round again tind quicken with his hands and feet and lay rigid. effective. Vinol is not e palliative the country. He feels that the indiour pace we may overtake them."
_
"He's a great chief." said Int Lhut. but a curative."
vidual health of, the peoPM of the
"No: they are on their guard now. "It Is Brown Moose of the Mohawkn,
Vinol contains In a United States is of equally as much
because
is
This
Lie here behind the fallen log. and we and the other is his :second eon. We
highly concentrated form air of the Importance as toe financial well beshall see if we can catch a glimpse of hate drawn first blood, but I do not
healing strength creating and medi- ing of the business interests. While
the
for
last,
Omni."
think that it will be the
227 Broadway
with
elements of cod liver oil actual- the attorney-general will not relax
all
green
cinal
twit,
A great rotten
Iroquals do not allow thefr war ehiefs
with
livers,
purand
mold and blotebed with pink
to die unavenged. He was a mighty ly taken from fresh cods'
his vigilance in the prosecution of
ple'fungi, lily to tone slde of where they fighter."
all me useless, nauseating oil eli- piratical corporations, nevertheless
stood. Behind this the Frenchman
They turned away, leaving the red minated and tonic iron added, It
he will exercise equal vigor in adcrouched, and his three companions figure stretched under the silent trees. tastes fine and cannot upset the weak
vancing toe previsions of the pure
through
peering
,
a
As they passed on they caught_
followed his example
its wonderful pow food bill.
hence
stomach
eat
them.
of
glimpse of the lad lying doubled up
the brunbwood screen in front
'Ten minutes passed, end there was among the bushes where he had fallen. en to mate.
Tnillt he 1st seriously in earnest is
We ask-every person in Paducah
no sign of any living thing behind The plameer walked very swiftly until
ed by tne fact that this week
evidenc
be came to a little stream which prat- who has a chronic cough or hard
them.'
te was elected one of
Bonapar
Mr.
enn
"'They are over in yonder thicket" tled down to the big river. Here he cold to try Vinol on our guarantee.
of the public
sidents
vice-pre
the
and
slipped off his shoes and leggings
wlerpered Du Lbut.
W. B. Mc Pheraon, Druggist.
Tnis organileague.
defense
health
waded down it with his companions for
"Have you seen then?'
NOTE—Wnile we are sole agents
on the lines of the
meieled
zation,
bait a -mile or so.
"No."
for Vino] in Paducah, it is now for
4111
been
Red Cross society, has just
"They will follow our tracks when
"Hew do you know, then?"
sale at the leading drug store in near
his
from
will
this
come
"but
he,
squirrel
said
they find him,"
charter by the state of New
a
"I saw a
granted
and city in the country.
holn In the great white birch tree yon- throw theta off, for it is only on run- ly every town
4 plants installed.
is to be national in scope
House wiring, electric-'
in your York. It
der. He scuttled back again as if ning water that an Iroquois can find Leo): for the Vino' agency
wonk with the hearty enbegins
anti
his
Complete machine shop.
no trace. And DONV we shall lie in this town.
sontethiuts bad scared him Front
dorsement of tee national adminishole be can see down into that brush- clump until nightfall, for we are little
Phone's 787
122-124 N.Fourth 1St.
tration.
over a mile from Fort Ponce], and it is
wood."
that
ground
know
not
the
is
they
for
,
name
's
that
go
forward
to
us
tbilik
daugero
The attorney -general
"De you
"
Bone Pains, Itching, Scabby Skin we are here',
becomes more open."
the only promeeent one mentioned in
DI
d
us. Itut they are
And so they remained conceale
Permanently cured by taking Botanic. "They cannot see
connection with this erganized moveamong the alders while the shadows
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"The Store That Has the Goods"

SECOND DAY OF THE BIG WHITE CARNIVAL SALE

THURSDAY IS LINEN DAY
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had on Linen Day, bought especially for the four days' sale.

Linen Pieces

Towels
20c, towel,
The best all linen Huck Towel, 16x34 a regular
15c
.....
•
•
Linen day
121c
for.
15c,
worth
but
heavy
as
Also one 16x34, not
35c
45c Huck or Damask, extra large size. Sale price.
price 25c
35c Huck or Datuask, extra size good quality. Sale
12c
1 lot of 17132 Iluck, best value ever offered at ....
Sale
I lot of 23x46 Bath Towels, a splendid 35c grade.
26c
price..
1 lot of Cotton Huck, large size for
Save 3313c on Towels at this sale.

Dress Linen
49c
45 inch Dress Linen, regular 60c value. Carnival price..
88c
price
Sale
grade.
25
*1
,
dresses
104 Linen Sheeting for
25c
36 inch A II.Linen Lawn
25c
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36 inch Irish Linen,
36 in. all linen Dress Linen, a good The grade.
49c
Linen day
Art linen all linen) 22 in. wide, worth 50c.
39c
Linen day
and plaid
Novelties in linens for dresses in the new check
49c
effect for

Linen Damask

Bought especially for the four days' sale.
These goods are warranted all-linen, bought for the
-49c
Carnival Sale.
Extra heavy 60c Unbleached Damask
get as good value
can't
You
.
25
Damask
ed
Bleach
inch
72
Cloths
35c Tray
98c
.i.. 35c
for *1.25 anywhere. Carnival price . ..... ...........
Oc Tray Cloths
5
I
al
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grade.
*1.50
regular
*1 23 72 inch Bleach
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leached
$1 50 band-embroidered Scarfs
98c
s
Square
$1.25 han 1-embroidered
al
-$1 49 70 inchGerman Silver bleached, 11 25 value. Carniv
*200 hand drawn and embroidered Scarfs
98c
98c
size
large
,
Covers
Table
$1 25 hemstitched
price_25c
70 inch bleached extra quality for *1.25. Carnival
*2 00 hemstitched and embroidered extra large Table
*1.73
Covers .....
49c
3 Iota of Linen Table Pieces, tray cloths, etc.. 25c, 35e.
12%c
-...............
18c round Doilies
• 33c
$1.25
50c embroidered linen Doilies ......
All Linen Napkins to match the $1.50 and
.
Hemstitched Table Cloths, all linen cream damask
*1.85 Damask at the following prices:
Linen day
*3 49
*4.50 a dozen kind for
*2.95
a dozen kind for
regular $1 15 value.
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Three extra values in Linen Crash-10c, 1254c
85c
Sale price, per dozen..
You never bought such crash at the price.
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"We are going after Harris," said tacle
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RIVER NEWS

River stages.
40.9 0.1 fall
Cairo
5.6 0.0 fall
Chattanooga
3.9 rise
51.1
clneinttati
Evansville-Missing
4.5 '.1.3 fall
Florence
9.8 0.8 fall
Johnsonville
25.2 4.3 rise
Louisville
22.9 0.2 fall
Mt. Carmel
12.1 0.6 fall
Nashville
19.5 1.4 fall
tabling
Pit
Day)* Island Dam --Missing.
11.4 0.4 rise
St. Louis
40.1 0.6 rise
,
Mt, Vernon.
3r,.5 0.3 fall
Paducah
The river fell .3 again last night,
the gauge today registering 36.5. Reports from nearly ail points up the
Ohio are indleative of more water
coming, and river men are again uneasy. The Cumberland and Tennessee river al falling. it is true, but,
whether the Hee In the Ohio will
overcome the fall In these rivers .1s a
question none of the prophets cool,'
answer this morning. "The only
thing we daAnow," said a river man
today. "Is that we have enough water, and are anxious for a fall. The
Interests are sufriver and erl
Is a eturrors
titer.
unless
and
fering,
noon the damage will be great."
The reports from Cincinnati. Ev.
anoville and Pittsburg and Louisville are anything hut pleasant reeding. The damage to the farmers and

Carle" 1241
MEYER BOTH CO.
C.1.240

man die while at the office of Dr. Sarah
Murphy Sunday morning, January G.
Their report was submitted to the
n
board and Col. Sebastian Gunther,
Opinio
l
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We Want
ay noon and
Of the values wt. are offering in chief of police, yesterd
e at the
evidenc
in
offered
be
will
dery;
embroi
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linens
white goods,
Murphy's
Dr.
of
g
hearin
nary
we believe they are the beet values prelimi
ow morntomorr
court
police
in
you.
case
us
show
Let
seen.
We have ever
ing.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

colder weather the
promised for today.

weather

Katie Bryant Murdered.
Louisville, Jan. I 6.-Katte Dry,
ant did not die from natural causes.
This much can be said positively of
the decision of the expert surgeons
and physicians employed by the
board of public safety to determine
how the young woman happened to

as

Drawer&
s trimnted Cu
pattern
Of the latest
lace and enibroidery,
quality
best
the kind that won't come to pieces at
first washing-Drummer's Sample
sale of Muslin Underwear.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
A

Buy Good Coal---Not Clinkers

as 'a load_of the Tradewater
Its a fact that a load of poor coal weighs as much, costs as much
and well screened; it conor Pittsburg coal which we sell. Our coal is clean, free-burning
you are the kind of person .
tains a high percentage of heat units and does not clinker. If
prompt deliveries, you'll
who is satisfied .with nothing less than honest coal, full weights and
be satisfied with us. Just call either phone No. 254.

TRADEWATER COAL
Lump 15c a bushel

Nut 14c a bushel

PITTSBURG COAL
Lump 15c a bushel

Nut 14c a bushel

Coai Co., Inc.
est Kentucky
LociA Manager
G.M. Riker,

Officze and Yards Foot of Ohio. St.

Both Phoreem 2/C4
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